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ANT A FE NEW MEX
SANTA FE, N. M., WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBEE 5. 1906.

VOL. 43.

Santa Fe County.
J
the Spanish language throughout the
CONVENTION LAS
The Tenth District shall consist of
several precincts setting forth the ABBOTT'S
HEW
HEAD
LEGISLATIVE
VEGAS SEPT. 29
NECE
Santa Fe and Sandoval Counties.
true state of affairs and informing the
The Eleventh District shall consist
voters ot what will really be done unDecided By Territorial Republican
of Valencia County.
der the provisions of the law, should
Central Committee Today-M- any
Twelfth District shall consist
statehood be adopted and a constituAPPORTIONMENT of The
GOES IN BASKET
Endorsed.
OS COUNTY tion for the new
IN
Valencia, McKinley and Torrance
state be formed this
Counties.
winter. It is very Important that
The Thirteenth District shall consist
Special to the New Mexican.
the voters should be clearly Informed
of Socorro County.
Abuquerque, Sept. 5. The Republiand become convinced that there will
can Territorial Central Committee met
The Fourteenth District shall con
be no interference with the rights and
at 10 o'clock In the rooms of
sist of Socorro and Sierra Counties.
today
privileges of citizenship which they
The Fifteenth District shall consist
the Commercial Club and was called
have heretofore exercised under the
to order by Chairman H. 0. Bursum.
of Grant and Luna Counties.
Territorial form ot government and
The Sixteenth District shall consist
The meeting was well attended, twenty-ththat all these will be sacred and seree
out of the twenty-fivof Dona Ana and Otero Counties.
counties
cure to them In a greater degree unof the Territory being represented.
The Seventeenth District shall con
der a state government than even now
sist of Grant, Luna, Dona Ana and
The convention to nominate a canexist. Mass meetings at which eloBITTER SCORN FOR "BOS
VACANCY didate for delegate to the 60th Con APPARENT
GORTNER
INEQUALITIES Otero Counties.
PEOPLE NOT UNFAVORABLE quent speakers in the Spanish lanwas fixed to be held September
The
District
con
shall
gress
Eighteenth
guage should address the people,
sist of Lincoln and Chaves Counties.
29th at Las Vegas. The representa
should also be held at suitable points
tion was determined on one delegate
The Nineteenth District shall con
Yom New York's District
e
Twelve
Executive
Mail
Too
Slow
Twenty-Onfor
House,
and
to
be
delivered
the
addresses
But Must Be Enlightened on should
for each 150 Republican votes cast at
sist of Lincoln, Chaves, Eddy and
contain
references
especially
Council Districts Are Fixed Roosevelt Counties.
New Prosecuting OfAttorney No Real Issues
ihe November, 1904, election.
Situation Great Pros-perit- y
to what Republican policies have done ,
The ratio of delegates to the conThe
Twentieth
District
shall
consist
Between Parties
ficial "Muy Pronto".
for the advancement and progress of
by Proclamation.
Prevails.
vention was fixed at one delegate for
of San Miguel County, and shall be
New Mexico, for the prosperity and
each one hundred and fifty votes cast
entitled to three members.
well being of the people, and the
Albany, N. Y., Sept. 5. District
It Is provided by the Or
Late yesterday afternoon it was re- for W. H. Andrews, as the Republican
Whereas,
The Twenty-firs- t
District shall con
the
in
is
of
Taos,
Dv T P Martin,
great good the adoption of a state ported about the city that Governor candidate to the 59th Congress, at the ganic Act establishing the Territory of sist of Bernalillo
Attorney William Traverse Jerome, of
shall
and
be
States
County
'member
United
ot
the
constitution and the becoming of a
New York, was the central figure In
city, 'a
had telegraphed District) election November 1904. By special New Mexico that an apportionment entitled to two members.
Petit Jury at the present term ot the state 'will bring about. An active and Hagerman E. C. Abbott
tho conference of Up State Demo
as
Seaas
of
shall
be
made
resolution
pracis
at
who
tho
Bernalillo
I
equal
nearly
do
as
County
Governor
of
New
Attorney
hereby,
United State Court, for this district. energetic campaign of several weeKs
here today to consider the concrats
counties
was
and
several
extra
the
allowed
ticable
his
New
three
resigamong
make
known and proclaim
delegates.
of
Mexico,
Jersey, requesting
girt,
The doctor has been a resident
duration should be made during Oc nation as Territorial
offresolutions were unanimously districts for the election of the coun- 'hat the apportionment herein made dition of the Democratic party In this
Strong
prosecuting
and
years
seventeen
Taos County for
state.
tober. The people should be assem icial for the counties- of Santa Fe and passed endorsing the record and ser- cil and house of representatives, giv shall be the
for
representation to which
has practiced his profession there
bled and everything .connected with Taos and that Mr. Abbott had com- vices of Delegate W. H. Andrews.
It was denied that the meeting was
of the Territory
to
section
each
"&ch
and
ing
district
shall
be
en
county
is
In the Interest of Jerome's candidacy
the statehood question and the benethat time very successfully. There
A
O.
In
Its
H.
of
resolution
the
ratio
popuGovernor's
with
the
in
titled
telegraphic
endorsing
Council
representation
of
fie
plied
and House
no citizen of the county who is bet- ficial provisions of the bill should be
record as chairman of the Re- lation, as nearly as may be, and furth- Henrojuntatives until otherwise chang- for nomination for the governorship.
request also by wire. It was also
In a speech he said there were no
ter known or who nows the people clearly and fully explained to them. stated that the Governor has appoint- publican
Central Committee, was er, that after the first apportionment ed accor'dln" to law: and
and conditions ther'more thoroughly.
real Issues to divide the parties and
"Our people are fully alive to the ne ed Robert C. Gortner, of this city, to adopted by unanimous vote.
manner
of
hold
tho
and
I
do
further
time,
place
and
proclaim
require
In his practice, he visits every suction cessity of having a good and exten- fill the
The administration
of President ing and conducting all elections b; that ail public officers shall strictly that the elections are a mere scramvacancy.
of Taos County very often and keeps sive public school Bystem that their
Roosevelt and his policies were fully the people and the apportioning the ibservc and enforce the same In all ble for offices.
Gortner Offered Job Last Monday.
Hot Shot at "Boss" By Reformer.
in touch with the people and with children may be educated and become
seems that the position was of- endorsed.
It
representation in the several counties elections hereafter to be held In this
The "Boss" Is but a hired man of
what is going on. A representative good American citizens. The many fered Mr. Gortner Monday last and
The proposition of joint statehood or districts to the council and house Territory for the election of members
tho capitalist whose sinister influence
of the New Mexican accosted the beneficial provisions of the Joint state that he requested a day for considera- for New Mexico and Arizona was also of
representatives, according to popu of the Council and House of Represen- controls
the party machinery for his
doctor last evening in the lobby of the hood
law and the
great sums tion. Yesterday afternoon the New endorsed. It caused a lively debate lation, shall
tatives
of
the
law;
Mexprescribed by
Territory ot New
own selfish and corrupt ends, people
Claire hotel and asked that wine of of
of Mexican was Informed that the Gover- and upon its introduction,
and
donations
Colonel and
money
ico.
at the polls having only a choice be
the doctor's views upon material and land for
the
of
the nor and Mr. Gortner were closeted for George W. Pilchard of Lincoln Counsupport
Done at the Executive Office, this,
Whereas, By an act of the legislative
tween unfit candidates.
political conditions of his section be public
be fully a long time, probably two hours, going ty, offered a substitute which was assembly entitled ' An Act to fix the the Fourth Day of
schools, should
D.
'A.
September,
given to the people through the med- elucidated and when they understand over the situation and it is under- defeated by a vote of 35 to 14 where- time and mode of apportioning the 1906.
ium of the Daily New Mexican. The these I feel sure that they will con stood that an amicable agreement was upon the original
resolution was council and house of representatives
Witness my hand and the great seal ROW IN 1RRIGA- doctor, big, jovial, good natured and a sider the question favorably and vote arrived at under the terms of which passed. The meeting of the. commit- of the Legislative
Assembly of the of Ihe Territory of New Mexico.
fluent talker, after a little urgency by for It. I know that they are very Mr. Gortner accepted the office ten- tee was lively and at times exciting.
TION CONGRESS
,. ,
Territory of New Mexico" approved By the Governor:
tne reporter said:
anxious to have the best of schools dered him by the Governor. What It lasted fully five hours.
it
is
H.
that
J.
1800,
26,
provided
January
HAGERMAN,.
All Conditions of the Best.
Over Questions of Forest Reserve Or
and are endeavoring to give their occurred at the conference the New Special to the New Mexican.
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
at the first session of the
"I have never seen material condi- children a fair education and a
6.
has
not
The
but
know
Mexican
does
Repubreport
Albuquerque, Sept.
after the census
ganizationBitter Remarks
good
Secretary of New Mexico.
legislative
assembly
tions In my county in better shape knowledge of the English language. It that the expert's report on the finan- lican Territorial Central Committee shall have been taken In
On All Sides.
conformity
The water supply This sentiment is growing and will cial condition of the Territorial 'Pen- met at tho Commercial Club rooms with the laws of the Unltod States and
than this year.
has been of the best and Indeed half be felt itn favor of statehood as soon itentiary recently published and its here, with all counties represented, every ten years thereafter, It .shall MAY ELIMINATE
Boise, Idaho, Sept. 6. The so- of It was not put to the good use It
called "Policy" of the administration
it is fully understood that five contents were among the principal except two, either by members or be Incumbent upon said legislative as
BACK
STAMP
could have been. Wheat, oats, corn millions of dolIarB in cash and twenty matters of discussion. It Is believed proxies. Hon, H. O. Bursum, chair-main setting aside the large areas In
sembly to apportion the members of
and alfalfa are yielding abundant millions of acres of public lands will that part of this report will be
of the committee, presided and the council and house of
the west for forest reserves was a sub
representa On Letters in Large Postofflces
crops, in fact the greatest in many be donated to the new state for the brought to the attention of the Ter- made a strong argument counseling tives, as near as practicable to the
ject which precipitated acrimonious
Experiments Thus Far Prove
years and the quality is of the best. support of its public school system. ritorial grand jury now in session by harmony and predicting a great vic- different counties according to the or
and at times sensational debates at
Great Saving. (
Fruit is very good except peaches. The This is a very Important point and rhe new district attorney. It had been tory this fall.
last night's session of the National
and that,
ganic act of this
wool clip by our sheep raisers has should not be
Las Vegas, Santa Fe and Albu- If the legislature should fail or refuse
A Washington dispatch says that an Irrigation Congress. Clifford Pinchot,
forgotten by those who stated for some time that there were
been sold at Very satisfactory prices; will have the campaign in charge.
two candidates for the position, name- querque, were named as places for to make such apportionment, then experiment, with a view not
chief of the Bureau of Forestry, stat- only to ed
ewes and lambs'have been contracted Once for Single Statehood, Now for ly R. H. Hanna and Charles C. Catron, holding the next meeting but the lat- and In that case, it shall be the
'that the policy of President Rooseduty the saving of expense, but to the
for and are now being delivered at
velt was to "give every part of the
of this city, and that the latter was ter named cities were withdrawn of the Governor to
Jointure.
apportion the mem economizing of time, is being tried
use."
very good figures. Taos people do not
Since I have been a resident of New supported by Mr. Gortner for the and Las Vegas was chosen, the date bers of the council and house of rep in the Chicago postofflce.
1
Is the public lands their very best
own many cattle, but what beeves Mexico, I have favored
September resentatives, as nearly as practicable, elimination of the use of the1 back These reserves to a certain extent,
being set for Saturday,
separate state place.
29.
The following resolution endors- to the different counties
control the stock business of the
Talk Says Abbott Balked.
there were, wore sold in the' season hood tor the Territory, but I have
according to stamp on letters, which indicates to
nt
thnf marla ertnil nrnfltn T.lvA come to the conclusloh that as
It Is also talked openly that ing Hon. HO. Bursum,. was unani- the Oi "aato law- - of this Territory and, the recipient of a letter the precise west," he said, "for the chief summer
Joint,
C
sock of all kinds is in the pink of statehood is the only thing that can Mr. Abbott had been requested during mously adopted:
,
lit the delivering range Is In these reserves,"
thirty days "previous to tiiie next tn- - time of Its
Some reserves were practical?
"Resolved, That wo the central com suing election, to issue his
nonunion ana wie ouuook ior ine iau bo had, It will be best for our people his present absence to have Charles
office from the , sending point. The
proclama
C. Catron act as assistant attorney for mittee of the
and winter is of the best as our moun- and for all concerned to support
Republican party of tion for said election according to the services of about thirty clerks have without trees but It was the purpose
joint him
t
tain ranges are covered with nutritious statehood and attain it, if possible,
during the present term of the New Mexico, hereby congratulate the apportionment by him so made; and been saved, and the time of the deliv- to put trees there.
at
Senator Heyburn Waxed Bitter.
grass and as all streams, springs and the earliest date. I am one ofthose district court and that he declined to Republican party of New Mexico up
The legislative assembly ery of mail to the recipients from
Whereas,
Senator Heyburn made a bitter
lakes are fuM to the brim. Portions who do not care to wait; I want to do so, but instead appointed his on the fact that It has In the Hon H. succeeding the Twelfth Census of the the hour of its arrival in the post- forA. J. Abbott, to act for 0. Bursum, chairman of this commit- United States taken In tho
of our county are receiving some set see something
office has been reduced from twenty attack on the administration's
father,
Judge
In
1900
statethe
year
tangible
tlers, not many to be sure, as there hood line now, I have worked for this hlin. The significance of the change tee, an able, energetic and tireless adjourned without having made the re- minutes to two hours. It Is proposed estry policy. "The administration,"
he said, "had no business to have
is bound to be more and more appar- leader who by his great executive abil
is little public land which can be ob for seventeen
quired apportionment, as also did the now to try the experiment in other
years and want to
ent us time rolls on and as the Inves- ity has so harmonized the different legislative
tained under the homestead or desert achieve statehood as soon as
If
it
be as any policy except as stated in the
postofflces.
should
large
1903
of
and
land entries, but the newcomers are I feel convinced that it will possib'e. tigations of 'the grand jury at this elements in our party that today it 1905; and
successful as It has been in the Chi- statutes." Mr. Heyburn said he did
greatly
not question the President's motives
purcnasing improved ranches, are boneflt us In every way and will In term of court proceed. This is the presents a united front to Its oppon
then
Governor
of the cago office the use of the back stamp
Whereas, the
paying good prices and are well pleas- crease the present progress which is first time in the history of this Ter- ents and we further hereby express Territory did not make such appor probably will be eliminated entirely. but believed that he had been misled
by bad and not disinterested advisers.
a change in district at- our complete confidence In the hon- tionment after the said
ed with their purchases. The coun- very
apparent to all to a remarkable ritory that
legislatures
Mr. Heyburn characterized Pinchot's
ry seat ana surrounding towns are extent. I want our people to be free torneys has been made by a Governor esty and integrity of the Hon. H. O. failed to do so; and
DAILY SHORT
so suddenly and during the progress Bursum."
theory of the 'forests reserving mois
presenting a busy appearance. Our American citizens and to
Whereas, the present apportionment
enjoy all the of a term of court at which the district
ture as nonsense and attacked the
The above resolution was offered is now
merchants have done a good busi
STORY
FEATURES
manifestly unjust and inequit
privileges and rights of such.
I beNational
in office has much important by Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas.
Forestry Association.
ness this year and are doing still bet lieve that
attorney
able to the citizens of a large portion
many of my fellow citizens
More Timber Than Any Man Had
The following resolution was Intro of
with which he was familiar
ter and in Taos we have a store or In Taos feel
Hereafter on Page Seven of the New
the Territory:
as I do. While we all business,
Ever Stolen.
and which he knows all about, to duced by Eugenio Romero, of Las Vegtwo that will compare more than would
Mexican
Good Writers and ClevBe it Known, Therefore, that I, H.
prefer separate statehood, we
"One of its vice presidents, Mr.
stuff
Read
it.
er
favorably with the best you have in will cheerfully support Jointure with attend. Mr. Gortner has held the po- as, and unaminously adopted:
Mexi-coJ. Hagerman, gove-nof New
"Resolved: That we endorse and ap
sition before and was succeeded four
Weyerhauser," he said, "owned more
your city. Freighters are very busy Arizona If statehood can be
by virtue of said act of the Legis
attained
most
efficient
the
C.
E.
therein.
Abbott
prove
able,
heartily,
years
ago
by
and continuing land than any other man in the world
hauling freight and supplies into Taos, now. There is not much sentiment
lative Assembly and In pursuance of
Beginning
today
more timber than was originally
The appointment has created lively and unselfish services rendered to tho
wool, hides, pelts and cereals
from In
organic law, do apportion the hereafter, the Dally New Mexican will stolen
my county so far as I can see
the people of New Mexico, by Dele
by any man in the world.'"
speculation and much talk.
Taos to the railroad. We are still doon
each
a
short
7,
publish
page
day,
among the counties of
against Jointure, but it Is necessary
This forenoon after It became gate W. H. Andrews, and we especial representation
selected
from
ing our railroad business via the Den- to awaken tho
good
story,
people and to get up known that E. C. Abbott had resign ly congratulate our delegate in con said Territory, in the Council and the writers.especially
ver & Rio Grande Railroad and haul
These stories consist of WARRANTS FOR
enthusiasm and
a lively campaign. ed as District Attorney for Santa gress upon the success attending his House of Representatives as follows:
to the points on its line .west of us.
bright, clean, well written fiction and
This must be done in my county in Fe and Taos Counties, Assistant Dis efforts by which an appropriation of
Twelve Council Districts.
BANK OFFICERS
will prove an entertaining feature of
Your
Frnnk C. Ellis, is all
and therefore trict Attorney A. J. Abbott declined' rone hundred thousand dolars was se
political
campaigns
Disshall
There
bo
twelve
Council
each issue. They have been made part
well pleased with his change of loca- this is no
Albuexception."
to act any longer in that capacity. He cured for a public building in
tricts, each one of which shall be en of the New Mexican at considerable Of Real Estate Trust Company Which
tion from Santa Fe to Taos. He has
"The apportionment made by Gov- had no
titled to one member of the council. additional cost as the result of a deobjection to answering ques- querque.
Adolf Segal
Failed
a fine and extensive drug store in ernor Hagerman
for council and rep- tions by the grand jury or giving that
"We congratulate our chairman, Hon,
The First Council District shall con mand for
Included.
something of the sort. They
operation, attends strictly to business, resentative districts as announced
by body any Information it desired, but H. O. Bursum, upon his efficient sist of Colfax and Union Counties.
are recommended to readers of the
and Is evidently making money. His the New Mexican
The Second Council District shall paper who
yesterday in my declined to sign any official papers management of the affairs of this com
War
store
is
comraodlneat
enjoy fiction.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 5.
and
drug
very
will
be
conflopinion
consist of Taos and Mora Counties.
accepted by the Taos as district attorney. As Mr. Gortner mittee and hereby renew our
were Issued today against Adolf
rants
ous and personally Mr, E11U is very
people. While Taos County does not had not yet received his commission donee in him as a safe political counThe Third Council District shall con
Segal, who borrowed more than five
popular.
get what it ought to have and while and, therefore, could not qualify, the cillor and worthy In every respect of sist of Rio Arriba and San Juan Coun- BIG PROFIT OF
million dollars from the Real Estate
Republicans of Taos Will Win Elec its representation is somewhat dimin- Territory was not represented nt to- the position he holds."
ties.
SMELTING COMPANY Trust Company, on Insufficient securtions.
A resolution was. adopted approving
ished, nevertheless I think that we day's session of the district court.
The Fourth Council District shall
ity, William F. North, treasurer of the
"As to politics, I ithlnk the Republl can get along very well with the Reof President consist of San Miguel County.
An Albuquerque special states that of the administration
Net Earnings of the. American. were Real Estate Trust Company, and Mar
cans of Taos will make an excellent publicans of Mora County, who will Governor Hagerman stated there last Roosevelt and In favor of joint stateThe Fifth Council District shall con
Over $10,000,000 During
shall S. Colllngwood, assistant treas
showing this year and will carry their treat us fairly and that representation night and this morning that he had hood, although considerable opposition sist of San Miguel, Quay and Guada
Past Year.
urer, charging them with conspiracy,
in
some
will
be
to
was
manifested
and
and
beamong
tickets by large majorities. Up
honestly
received the telegraphic resignation
Justly divided
lupe Counties.
embezzlement and false returns to
this time there is no friction appar- tween the two counties, term about." of E. C. Abbott, had accepted it and members of the committee against
The Sixth Coni.cil District shall con- New York, Sept. 5. At the annual the State Banking Department. The
sist of Santa Fe and Sandoval Coun meeting of the American Smelting & accused men waived formal service of
ent in the party and if the Republihad appointed Robert C. Gortner his jointure.
cans of my county are united, they al
ties.
successor. Inquiry at the office of
'
Refining Co., at Jersey City today the warrants and gave ball; Segal
The Seventh Council District shall the
the Secretary of the Territory showed
ways win. There has been as yet REPUBLICANS WIN
and the others $10,000 each.
retiring electors were
FIGHTING
SEVERE
or
consist of Bernalillo County.
not much talk of candidates and I
IN VERMONT that hp to noon today no official
The net earnings of the year were
The loss by failure of the company,
The Eight Council District shall $10,101,358, an incrase of $1,262,546 It Is estimated will
der or appointment had been filed by
hear that the county convention to
IN SANTO DOMINGO
exceed ten mil
consist of Valencia and McKInley over
nominate a ticket to be voted upon by By Big
the Governor In that office.
lion dollars before the receiver finprevious years. After the
Majority Gain of 10,000
Counties.
the people In November next will be
Rebels Defeated By Troops But Later
Votes F. D. Proctor, is
an increase of $1,262,546 ishes his investigation.
The Ninth Council District shall
called to meet in Taos during the first
Turned Tablee on Soldiers.
Governor.
for extraordinary Improvements and
STRIKERS
of Socorro and Sierra Counties,
week of October. Up to date, our citiSays Messenger.
Rutland, Vermont, Sept. 6. Com- 'FRISCO
employes profit sharing fund, there
The Tenth Council District shall remained a
zens have not paid much Attention plete returns from yesterday's state
WATER
JUNTA PLANS
TAKE
surplus for the year of
consist
of
Luna
and
Ana
Dora
6.
to politics and even the statehood election show Fletcher D. Proctor, a
Grant,
A messenger
an Increase of $405,143.
Cape Haytien, Sept.
MANY WARS
question has not been discussed to Republican, was elected governor by Return to Work With Strike Break- who arrived here today from Santo Counties.
The Eleventh Council District shall
Do
the
news
that
any great degree. The people have 15,676 majority over Perclval W. Clembrought
Domingo
er and Agree to Arbitrate
Five Revolutions to Be Started In
been too. busy being prosperous and en on Indiana Democrat. The reminican Insurgents who had heen be- consist of Otero, Lincoln and Torrance TO HEAR SENA
Wages and Hour.
South American Republics-Fu- nds
extensive
their
and
Crist! on the north Counties.
Monte
crops
mainder of the Republican ticket was
gathering
sieging
ON
MERITS
CASE
San Francisco, Sept. 5. The strike coast of Santo Domingo had been de
The Twelfth Council District shall
Are 8ecured.
also successful. The Republicans
attending to business.
of tne carmen on the United Rail- feated and put to flight. Later they consist of Eddy, Chaves and Roosevelt
votes
over
about
10,000
their
Joint
Statehood.
gained
for
Majority
U. 8. Circuit Court of Appeals Re
which have been completely attacked the town of Dajabon and the Counties.
New Orleans, Sept. 5. The exist"As to the statehood question: I vote four years ago and the Prohibi- roads, since
mands Matter to Territorial
26th was practiAugust
tied
ence of a junta which is collecting
Hous
of
up
Districts.
were
forces
Representative
compelled
government
believe with proper work and wlh tion loss was proportionately greater.
mass
Court.
a
when at
Supreme
funds and supplies for a revolution
There shall be twenty-onHouse
to seek refuge in the fort where they
and Haskins, cally ended last night,
Congressman
presenting the benefits that will acDenver, Sept. 5. The United States to be started simultaneously In five
the strikers voted to return
of Representative Districts. Of these
crue from the adoption of the Hamil- Repub.tcans, were elected by lncreas meeting, and submit the question of are defending themselves with comhas Central American
of Appeals
Court
to work
the following nineteen districts shall Circuit
Republics was anmendable courage.
ton statehood law to our citizens, Taos ed majorities. All members of the
remanded the case of Mariano F, Sena nounced today by Don
to a committee of
hours
and
to
each
be
entitled
one
member
of
wages
Angel Urgatel-hsenate
one
are
but
and
Republicans,
will give a majority in favor of joint
Mexico
is
a
to
New
Court
the
complete
Supreme
arbitration. This action
the House of Representatives:
who says his mission here is to
statehood. Some work has been done the lower house is overwhelmingly back
The First District shall consist of with instructions to take Jurisdiction collect funds for a revolution In Hondown, and It Is said, was forced CASHIER BOUND
t
statehood men who have Republican.
by
and hear the case on its merits. Sena duras where his cousin,
National Organization of Street
the
Colfax County.
by
STOLEN
MONEY
Pollcarpo
have
out
literature in which they
Rent
was convicted at Santa Fe ot forging Bonilla, will lead the
Workers. President Calhoun
The
District
Second
shall
of
consist
Railway
insurgents'
informed the native born voters that
his
all
back
on
census
returns
take
vouchers.
stated that he would
forces.
HUGHES DOUBTFUL
Two Nervy Bandits Secure $2,500 at Union County.
they would be disfranchised, would
old men and use also all men imported
The Third District shall consist of
Ranter, Oregon, Bank and
AS TO ACCEPTANCE to break the strike.
not be allowed to act as Jurors and
Taos County.
Make Escape.
would be kept from voting and could
BIG MAJORITY
The Fourth District shall consist TRANSPORT SHERIDAN
state
Of Candidacy for Governorship
of
not hold office under the new
Mora
of
GENERAL
OF
A
TOTAL
ELECTION
LOSS
County.
5.
bandits
Two
FOR GOVERNOR
Ranier, Ore, Sept,
New York at Hands of Republl-yy- government, should Joint statehood
The Fifth District shall consist ot
HEAD OF JE8UIT8. bound and
Cashier P. W. Van
gagged
would
can
the
constitution
because
Party.
carry,
Colfax and Mora Counties.
Washington, Sept. 5. A dispatch
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 5. The reRome, Sept. 6. The first step In the Aucher in the State Bank here Mon
require that they fehould understand,
The Sixth District shall consist of received yesterday says the trans turns from yesterday's prlma-- y elecand
the
In
of
head
ot
secured
$2,500
gold
the
election
5.
general
the
B.
New
day,
Charles
York, Sept
English language
speak end read
Rio Arriba County.
port Sheridan will be practically a tc tion indicate that Governor Davidson,
before exercising their rights and Hughes, who conducted the recent in- Jesuits' Order of the Priesthoood, Is escaped. Two hours elapsed before
The Seventh District shall consist tal loss. All personal property has a Republican, won from Speaker Irvnow being taken. After a quadrlvlon Van Aucher succeeded In freeing him
privileges as citizens. This has caused surance investigation arrived here toVan of Rio Arriba and San Juan Counties. been removed from the stranded ine L. Lenroot, In the race tor gover-no- r
some apprehension and must be
day from Europe. He would not state of four days of the strictest seclusion self and giving the alarm.
The Eighth District shall consist of steamer and an effort will be made to
meet
on
final
his
and
books
a
was
Aucher
which
by 40,000 votes. John A. Aylward,
he
whether
or
began
working
yesterday,
would
as
the
accept
as speedily
positively
possible by
save the engines, boilers and other a Democrat, received the nomination
friends of joint statehood. This can refuse the Republican nomination for ing will occur tor the counting ot the no one else was In the bank, It befog Guadalupe and Quay Counties.
over Ernest Merton.
The Ninth District shall consist of equipment
ballots.
a holiday.
be done by distributing literature In governor If tendered him.
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DIRECTORS

0

MUST

DIRECT.

The Investigations Into the business
of corporations which have now been
going on for a year and longer,' have
fully demonstrated that It Is high time
that "directors must direct." In the
case of the great insurance companies, it. was found that directors and
boards of trustees were merely dummies und that they knew nothing of
(he business which It was their duly
to direct and to administer. This has
also been often found to be the case
In failures
of National and Stale
banks.
One of the most noticeable and
most recent Instances Is the one
which has just come to light In Philadelphia, namely, the one connected
with the Real Estate Trust Company
of Philadelphia, a concern which has
flourished for many years and the
transactions of which were believed
to be of .t'h'e most safe and conservative character.
The New York Evening Sun has
the following very timely and pertinent comment thereon In a recent Issue, the paper editorially saying that
Philadelphia has furnished the councase of
try with an extraordinary
malversation of trust funds. The Real
Estate Trust Company of that city
was looted on a scale of almost unwhat
precedented magnitude, but
must shock public confidence in the
conduct of fiduciary institutions more
than the extent of the plundering is
the fact that it was possible.
The crash of the trust company will
revive discussion along some old lines
and may stimulate controversy In new
directions. Much will be said about
the relative safety and security of
banks under state and banks under
national supervision.
Pennsylvania's
own responsibility In the matter will
be duly brought out, and It seems to
be great, for we are told that "the
State Banking Department examined
the Real Estate Trust Company two
years ago," but that "In the regular
order of things" another examination
"would have been begun" today. Nothing can be discussed, however, that is
of as great moment as the responsibility of the directors of the company for the failure. The financial
extent of the collapse serves chiefly
to make more impressive the one
plain lesson of It all, that men who
accept the duties of a directorate
must discharge them; must, If that
Is necessary, be made to discharge
them and that these duties cover moral as well as legal obligations.
We have the same old story told to
us in this case. The directors reposed
full confidence in the President and
they accepted his trick account of loans
as true statements.
Perhaps an
hour's work months or years ago by
any one director who felt that, important as it was to have as president
a man who commanded confidence, It
was more important to consider the
confidence that the public reposed in
the directorate, which was the real
custodian of the deposits of the public, would have resulted in discovery
of what was going on- However, what
might have been Is of no consequence
compared with what must yet be. If
directors will continue to substitute
for conscientious recognition of the
confidence that Is reposed in them and
the work that It imposes their own
confidence In the officers whom they
elect and let it go at that, there can
be no question then that the law must
require of directors more than they
will of their own accord require of
themselves.
-

POSSIBILITIES.
Professor P. It. Neweil, at the head
Service of the
of the Reclamation
United States, declares that eventually each acre of land under irrigation
in New Mexico will support one per
son. As there ! enougn water in this
Territory, even in dry years, to irri
gate anywhe-- e from a million and a
half to two millions and a half of acres,
it does not take mucn figuring to foretell the coming greatness of this commonwealth. And yet, two million and
a half of acres are only one twentieth
of the area of public lands in New
Mexico today. Of the remainder, at
leaat five million acres and perhaps
million acres, can be re
twenty-fivclaimed by scientific dry farming and
the selection of crops, and while they
will not support one person to every
acre, yet, ten acres may suffice for
that purpose. Ere this century has
run its course, yes, even before every
person of this, generation has passed
away, New Mexico will have five mil
Hon inhabitants and will have cltie3
and towns like Denver, Omaha and
Los Angeles, This may seem like a
wild prophecy to many, just as similar
prophecy astounded the men of 1776,
but let It be remembered the figures
given above, apply only to agricultural possibilities and do not take into
consideration the vast mineral and
other wealth, the climatic advantages
and scenic attractions of New Mexico,
The east and the middle west are being crowded, immigration is being ef
fected from the northwest to the
southwest and the moment statehood
puts New Mexico upon the same basis
as other commonwealths, the stream
of immigration, formidable as it is
now, will soon increase tenfold in proportion. That statehood will bring this
about i"- often disputed and the history
of other commonwealths i3 cited to
support this doubt, but it must be re
membered that in the common mind.
New Mexico has been always regarded
IRRIGATION

e

I'

as somewhat of a foreign dominion,
with laws and people differing from
those of the rest of the United States
Until a stale government assures
outsiders of the permanency of property and other rights, even lntollligent
people fight shy of investing in or com
ing to this Territory. This was not
the case with other territories, and
explains why statehood did not always
bring sudden and unparalleled growth
to them although It conferred other
Inestimable benefits. There Is not a
state today that would return to a
territorial form of government without
a revolution. But statehood or not,
the irrigation possibilities of New Mex
ico assure its future growth and pros
perity.
THE NEW APPORTIONMENT.
The apportionment for lcgtnlat!ve
urposes promulgated by Governor H.
Hagerman yesterday created no
in official and political circle,
'he New Mexican had nublished it
several days ago accurately and ' the
rovernor made no changes,,
al
though it Is understood that he examined the scheme for
prepared fcy the New Mexican and
thought well of It. The New Mexican
s informed that Attorney General W.
3. Roid gave an official
opinion to the
'ffect that the Governor had a legal
'ight to make the apportionment at
this time and to
the territory
for legislative purposes before the
coming election. Several other well
nown lawyers agree with the attorney
;eneral, while there are others who
hold that the Governor has no rlehtful power to make the apportionment.
it may be that the question will be
brought Into the courts as the New
Mexican is inforp'ed that there are
some county authorities, not satisfied
with tne arrangement. The apportionment is not as fair and as equitable
as it might be. There are a few glaring inequalities both in the council
and house districts which will be
pointed out by the New Mexican in
duo course of time. A new
apportionment is demanded by the exeirencles
of the situation, and it may be the
oesr. public policy to allow the action
of the Governor to go unchallenged
in the courts.
This, however, is a
local matter which must be considered
and acted upon by county authorities
as they deem best and nroner for tv,o
interests of the counties which they
represent. The question is a serious
one and if there is an intention to
test the legality of the action of the
governor, It should be done forthwith
that it may be settled In ennd apnjAn
before conventions make nominations.
as rar as Santa Fe County Is concerned, it was expected that it would be
part of a district to he enmnnsorl nf
either Santa Fe and Torrance, or of
santa be and Sandoval Counties. The
latter district both for th council
and for one member of the house was
made. There may be a legal fight
on this part of the annnWfnnmnnt
This may be brought about by a
poli
tician wnose Interests may be involved. As far as the people are concern-fid- ,
they are probably pretty well satisfied.
As for this paper; it has no
fight to make on the proposition, and
believes that It will be best for the
public interests if the apportionment
is not attacked in the courts.
sur-ris- e
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For many reasons it is to be regretted that the native boys and
young
men of New Mexico are
drifting from
the land of their forefathers into the
coal camps, railroad
construction
camps and manufacturing towns of
neighboring states. It is true that
the small allotments of land, the
sheep
herding and cattle driving, the old
oonditions aro not very alluring to the
average young man of ambition but
the time is coming when these occupations will be preferable to working
in coal mines or in mills.
With improved methods of cultivation and
breeding, and modern machinery,
there is a future ahead for the owner
of even a few acres of land in a
river
valley or upon a fertile mesa. With
the improvement of public schools and
the ipread of Intelligence, the tiller
of the soil Is offered
compensation for
his deprivations that even the
city
will
boy
envy. When the cultivation
of five acres cf fertile soil offers
great,
er remuneration
than employment
In the camps or in the
city, and certainly greater
independence and
It
seems foolish to desert farmhealth,
ing or stock raising for the temptations and the 'heartlessness of the
town. The farme- - need never fear
nard timeB or live In the dread of the
loss of employment. The New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
by
dlatnuutlrg pamphlets
printed In the Spanish language, the
pub.ic schools and even the Territorial government should unite in
bringing home to the tillers of the soil
In New Mexico the advancement that
has been made in scientific farming,
the prospects it offers to New Mexico
boys who remain on the farm or upon
the range and the great future that
is certain to be the heritage of' the
New Mexico farmer. New Mexico
needs its boys and young men upon the
farm more than Colorado needs them
In its mining and railroad camps and
it is better for the young people and
better for the commonwealth if they
remain tillers of the soil.

Friends' arid Neighbors In Santa Fi National Aaaoclatlon Formed to Promote Tunu lo Cltlea.
Will Show You How.
A generation ngr, . ie environment of
the child was dlfteren'. "rom that now
Get at the root of tihe trouble.
to
be found in la rice '"e". Now a
Rubbing an aching back may relieve It
third of the population Is crowded into
But it won't cure It.
narrow trects, silued
You must reach the root of it
the the cities, and the
with towering building, have become
kidneys.
In glints
canyons where sunlight co'-.Dona's Kidney Pills go right at it;
and where blasts of ulr laden with pesReach the cause; relieve the pain.
tilential dust smother and blind the
They cure, too, so Santa Fo people child amid the dangers from heavy
say.
trucks, swiftly moving automobiles and
Cipriano Chavez, county jutler of the rushing of trolley cars.
attacks
had
"I
Agua Fria Street says:
ie the
"The city fathers fain would
of backache for three nr four years.
of the city by more or les infrebeauty
Latterly they were of much longer quent patches of green," says Seth
duration and occurrod much more freThayer Stewart In the prospectus of
quently. For 20 days before I went the Playground Association of America,
to Ireland's Pharmacy there was no of which Theodore Roosevelt is honorlet up to the dull aching and nagging ary
president and Jacob Rlls honorary
pain despite the fact that I used medi- vice president, "but even these are covcines and wore plasters. Two days' ered with warnings of keep off the
treatment with Doan'B Kidney Pills
grass, and the city child, without the
was sufficient to let mc know that
possibilities of outdoor physical develthe remedy was going to the root of opment, wonders whether the progress
the cause and a continuation of it for of civilization is not conspiring with
severe
some time stopped the very
the arm of the law to prevent the natattacks."
ural development of his instinct for
50
Price
For sale by all dealers.
play and love of nature, and even to
Co., Buffalo, crush out the
cents.
possibilities of child life
New York, sole agent for the Unltel In
larger cities."
States.'
The object of the Play ground assoRemember the nsHie Donn's and ciation is to bring about the establishGovernor Hagerman yesterday Aptake no other.
ment and maintenance of playgrounds
pointed Charles F. Easley, of this city,
in the larger cities where children and
to fill a vacancy on the Board of PeniThe New Mexican Printing Com young men may expend their physical
tentiary Commissioners, created by oany Is
prepared to Oil promptly and energy In a way that will be beneficial
Althe resignation of Lewis Ilfeld, of
all orders for engraved to themselves.
satisfactorily
It believes that the
buquerque, some time since. Mr. Eas- fisttlng cards, marriage announce maintenance of
playgrounds is not a
jjemocrat and lias been a resi- menm. Invitations and all work of thai matter of ornamental
ley is
philanthropy, but
dent of Santa Fe County for many kind. Prices as low as compatible a
of the system of education of
part
he
his
residence
years. During
here,
Call at the New the state necessary to the development
with good work.
has been prominently Identified with Mexican office and examine sample of the whole nature and not of the
Democratic politics and Is considered and
mind only, and that It is the duty of
price.
one of the leaders of Democracy in
the state to nmlutaln such space, place
this county and in the Territory. At
The Santa Fe Daily New Mexican and opportunity In playgrounds and In
present he holds the position as- secre- Is headquarters for nil kinds of blanks. the curriculum of Ihe schools for all
tary of the Democratic Territorial
Its growing citizens.
Central Committee. His competency
Bon Ton has 'em OYSTERS.
"Believing," says the prospectus,
for the place Is acknowledged. There
"that in a democracy the tide and tone
Is no good reason why he should not
of life should be kept full and high
RAILROAD RATES.
and that upon the physical well being
prove a good and valuable member of
tilie demand for
In
to
relieve
order
of Its people largely depends the well
the hoard.
labor In San Francisco and other being of the nation, that the stress and
in California 'the Atchison,
strain of our Industrial age, the
As a preventative or as a cure for points
and Santa Fe Railway puts its
life of crowded centers mid the
the evil of false tax returns a numcolonists' rates to California into ef- Isolation of Ihe country tend lo nervber of states have enacted laws for
fect on August "7 Instead of Sep- ous disorder anil breukdown, and bethe publication of all tax lists, thus
tember I.") and choy will continue d.iily lieving that piny Is Instinctive and,
giving every person an opportunity to until October SI inclusive.
tends to develop the whole man uud
scan and study the returns of his
the physical and moral qualities necesM. Connell,
J.
passenger
general
neighbor, It is made the duty of every
of the Atchison, Toneka & San- sary to high character, thus maintainagent
good citizen to bring to the attention
ta Fe Railway, has notified agents of ing the working power at its best, the
of the authorities every false tax rerates to Playground Association of America afturn and in many cases the publicy the fact that the colonists',
the northwest are effective this year firms the necessity for place, space and
thus given prevents property owners
27 instead of September opportunity in the open air In order to
from falsifying their returns. It is a from August,
Insure 'life and happiness.' "
15 and will continue daily until Ocplan worthy of consideration in this tober 31 Inclusive.
Dr. Luther Gulick of New York city
age of publicity.
Is
the active president of the associaMexico
to
rates
Colonists' special
New York has rflready spent
via the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe tion.
or Frank W.
about $15,000,000 on small parks with
The
Railway are effective this year beClancy, of Albuquerque, to succeed ginning August 27 instead of Septem- playgrounds, and the Seward park
himself as a member of :he Board of ber 16. General Passenger Agent J. recreation center, In the Ghetto, alone
Regents of the University of New Mex- M. Connell has notified agents of the cost $1.800,000. New York Tribune.
ico is exactly what should hava
railroad and connecting lines of the
A Trick of Soand.
done by the Governor. If there is an
change. Those special rates will be In
official or a member of a Territorial effect
Why did Princess Ena of Bat.tenberg
31
to
inclusive.
October
daily
after her marriage to the king of Spain
board who deserves
to For
particulars inqu're of (iny agenti choose to bo known as Queen Victoria ?
the position which he holds, it. is Mr. Santa Fe.
A writer says: "Her grandmother
He does honor and credit to
Clancy.
G. H. DONART,
made Victoria a name of good omen,
the office and can always be depended
M.
Santa
N,
Fe,
Agent,
but Alexandrina, not Victoria, was
upon to perform its duties conscientithe first of the late British queen's
ously, honestly and ably.
Special summer rates to Los A nee baptismal names and was abandoned
lies, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas because Russian names are without
Notwithstanding the gush that has Ipoints by way of the Santa Fe Ceu sweet associations for English ears.
been written about "the dying raoe," tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway, Nor would
Eugenie be very agreeable
official figures show that the Indians El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway. now to
with whom their
Spaniards,
In the United States are increasing For information call on or address S.
French neighbors are not universally
instead of dying out. In I860 there B. Grimshaw, general passenger agent.
popular. Ena is, however, a name as
were 254,300 of them, and today they
uncommlttingly International as Vic'
number 284,000.
Don't forget our large and complete toria. It might very well have been
Thus is another
popular Illusion scratched.
bindery and Job department. All work the young queen's, too, but for a mere
When her marriage
work handled in the moBt
trick of sound.
manner. One trial makes you a per- was arranged her brothers began to
A Massachusetts man caused Washcall her in jest 'Quinine, ah!' aud thus
customer.
ington officials to go into fits by offer- manent
gave its teased bearer a prejudice
ing to donate a silo, valued by him at
against Ihe conjunction of her
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
$30,000, for a postofflce building In his
with her old name."
Herewith aro some bargains offered
town.
The offer may have been
New
the
Com
Mexican
by
Printing
prompted by the man's desire to have
Pansman'H Tree.
the
ownership of the
adjacent pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
A living and leafy monument iu the
real estate Investigated.
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound $1; paper hound, 75c; Missouri shape of a stately pine tree with traces
Code of the name of Peter Pangman, 1790,
If the Oyster Bay correspondents Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
still carved on It, stands at the junction
two
tho
for
$6;
Pleadings.
$10;
Adaptare well informed, tlie talk between
of the Saskatchewan and the Clear
New
to
Mexico
Laws
New
ed
of
Code,
President Roosevelt and Charles EmWater rivers to commemorate the
ory Smith, editor of the Philadelphia Mexico, 18!)!), 1901, Bnd 1903, English memory of the first white man to reach
Pres-- , which is Inclined to shy at the leather, $2; 1905 English and Spanish
the Rocky mountains or see them from
party state ticket, was more of a and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full the east. Pangman was In the employ
full
leather
$2.75;
$3.50;
Pamphlet,
scolding than a conference.
of the Northwest Fur company.
He
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket ascended the Saskatchewan
and turnor
two
Docket,
single, $1.25;
Judge Parker, late presidential can- more books, $1 each; New Mexico Su- ing his face to the westward he beheld
didate, rises to remark that he will premo Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, In- the white mass the Rocky mountains.
He afterward penetrated them, but the
under no circumstances submit to the
clusive, delivered at publisher's price, tree where he carved his name marks
Hearst branding iron. Wonder what $3.30
each; Compilailon Corporation the spot of his first vision. For 125
he will do if Hearst captures the
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, years It has been known as Pangman's
Democratic nomination for governor 50c;
Money's Digest of New Mexico tree, and still stands in spite of the
of New York.
Reports, full sheep, $(5.50, delivered: ravages of fire and flood. In the early
'
full list school blanks.
dayB it was a landmark and distances
Of .purse, John Alexander Dowie
were measured from it.
will appeal from the court decision
TO CLOUDCROFT.
Zion
closing
City's cash box to him. !A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri
The Cheat llayer.
Appealing is his specialty, and 'he
tory.
It looks something more than a cohas made it pay all his life; but
reJune
for
1st,
good
Commencing
incidencethis early decay of the chess
courts are not as creduldus as his fol- turn September 29 th, 1906, the Santa
players., The results of these prodilowers.
Fe Central Railway, iu connection gious intellectual stunts are not unlike
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will those of the overtrained horse or the
Charges have, from time to time, nell round trip tickets at the low rate professional athlete, who sinks into deFor advertising matter de- cay before his time, his vitality gone,
been made that Wall Street has used of $14.fi5.
a secretary of the treasury, but Secre- scriptive of1 Cloudcroft, call on or ad- his organs a wreck. Chess Is doubtless
General Pas- the beautiful and inspiring game Its
tary Shaw is the first In ihis position dress S. B. (trims-hawto be charged with having used Wall senger Agent.
devotees would have us to think, but It
Street. It is better for Mm to use
appears to be a mighty poor profession.
Even If It be not a short cut to madWall Street than to be used by It.
ness, It certainly leads to no useful
end. Some great men have been chess
Counting chickens before they are
players, but no chess player has ever
hatched is profitable occupation combeen .a great man. Kansas Clry In- pared with the time spent by Condependent.
gressman "Charlie" M. Towne of 'New
York, talking of what he will do
All the Raaala.
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
when he Is Vice President.
Nicholas II. Is neither tsar, czar nor
Arrive.
sar of Russia, but emperor of all the
The
stamp high financier No. 721
....12:01 p. m. Russias. To call the emperor of Ruswill be barred from future issues of No. 723
...:15p.m. sia a tzar is a misnomer. He is tsar
Uncle Sam's obligations, by requiring No. 725..
.11:30 p. m. (king) of Moscow,
Poland, Astrakha.i
1
all bids to be certified checks, for
Depart.
and Kazan. Until the seventeenth cenNo. 720
10:00 a. m. tury Russia was the
per cent of tne bids.
"kingdom (tzars
No. 722
...4:20 p. m. two) of Moscow." Peter the Great asMr. Bryan can count upon a solid No. 724
m.
8:50 p.
sumed the title "emperor of all the
No. 722 connects wi h No. 1 west.
and enthusiastic delegation from the
Russias" (Great Russia, White Russia
No 724 connects with No. 7 west.
Irish Club, of London, He may not be
and Little or Red Russia).
'
No.
so sure of the support of the New
stops at all stations.
No. 7 will atop at all stations, Lamy
Mexico Democracy.
The New Mexican Printing Company
to Albuquerque to discharge passenhas on hand a large supply of pads
Why condemn the Filipinos for not gers from Santa Fe.
and tablets suitable for school work,
G. H. DONART,
giving up cock fighting, when bridge-whis- t
the desk, and also for lawyers and
Agent,- Santa Fe, N. M.
gambling is the 'most popular
City Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east merchants; good anywhere. We will
country's "best" sopastime in
sell them at five cents in book form,
aid Plata. KKi.ra Fe. New Mexico
ciety?
but will give a discount on quantities.
take
to
is
New
can
The
do
Mexican
going
Pierpont Morgan
printing
to his yacht, Corsair, awhile; but 'his equal to that done in any of the large
The New Mexican Printing Company
buccacities. Our solicitor: Every piece of Is prepared to furnish cards de vlslte
lieutenants will see that his
neering projects on land do not halt. work we turn out Try oar work once for ladles or gentlemen on short no
and you will certainly come again, We tice, In first class style at reasonable
Arguments are seldom continued bare all the facilities for turning out prices, either engraved or printed. Call
with a gun though frequently stopped ever? class of work, including one of on the New Mexican Printing Comthe best binderies la the west
with one.
pany and leave your orders.

The Democrats of Apache County,
Arizona, 'have elected four joint statehood delegates to the Democratic Territorial Convention which will ,be held
The deleyou with a vengeance!
gates are prominent and well known
citizens. It Is not believed they will
attend the convention as they claim
under the
proclaimed by
Chairman Ellinwood, of the Democratic Territorial Committee,
they will
have no voice and may be kicked out,
because they will not fight the jointure proposition. There is freedom in
the Democratic party of Arizona for
The deleyou with a vengeance!
gates are: Isaac Barth, J. B. Pater-son- ,
W. H. Gibbons and Fred T. Colter. Mr. Barth Is the chairman of the
Democratic County Central Committee; Mr. Paterson was a member of
the House of Representatives of tihe
last Arizona assembly; Mr. Gibbons
is an
of the county: This
Is the class! of men to
be disfranchised by the Arizona single statehood supporters In the Democratic
convention. Such proceedings cannot
but rebound and act as a boomerang.
Joint statehood is not yet lost In the
plater territory.
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Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Preus the Button we do the test.

Co?onado Hotel
LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
Of the Coronado Restaurant,
';1
Will Do His Own Cooklna From This On.
The Coronado is the place where you get the best ZS cent
meal in the City. First Class Short Order. Service a la
carte. Try us. satisfaction Guaranteed,
FURNISHED ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
St.
South Side Plaza.
2$2 San FraiiciBi-G.
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6. LUPF HERPTRA. Proprielor.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

1

SAJiTA FE SAfJITAipri
Modern Scientific Methods for Treat ment of Disease.
TENT

COTTAGES

THE

FOR

new-titl- e

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

i

Did and treatment a approved hy lending medical authorities.
study und attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever
und other patients.
For further particulars address.
;DR. J. H. 8I.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA TE, N. M.
Per-snn-

OUR PLACE
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor .

fine Wines,

Liquorsand cigars.

WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

SANTA FE, N. M.
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DUDROW
Undertakers

& MONTErilE
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Eabalaers
ALL KINDS OP PICTURE FRAMING.

Dtfdfow'i Office BtuUmg.

DtLB.
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ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

A&tomolbi I e
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY
The short line between Santa P.,!
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, sarlng passengers .and mills at least 24 hours In
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east nti''

et.

J. W.

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a.
arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 Pi m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for, carrying the mall, but under favor-abl- e
conditions, the trip Is made In
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.

STOCKARD, Manager, Boswell, New
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HAPPENINGS

NATIONAL

Dona Ana County.

at bis home
south of Las Cruces, last week, from
a hemorrhage of the lungs. Mr. 'Luchenbacher came to Dona Ana County
about five years ago from New York,
being a sufferer with consumption.
Ho had been improving right along
since he came and the news of his unexpected and sudden death was a
shock to his many friends.
TIburico Lopez shot and Killed Chon
Rosales, recently, near Garfield. It is
said that Rosales' horse was found In
Lopez's alfalfa Held and Lopez after
catching the horse, when taking him
to the justice of the peace, was intercepted by Rosales and In the quarrel following. Lopez shot .Rosales. At
the preliminary hearing held there before the justice of the peace, Lopez
was bound over to appear before the
grand Jury at Las Cruces and gave
bond In the sum of $6,000.
Torrance County.
Jack Kelley, of Estancla, is building a large new livery stable near the
court house.
The annual fiesta of Tajique will
take place this year September 9 and
10. All Is In readiness
for a good
time.
Mountalnair foaa the distinction of
-eing the best shipping point on the
.
Lumber is being sent out as
fast as it can be obtained. Ties are
being loaded by twenty men. Supplies
are constantly coming in for the local
3tore and the stores of Manzano, Punta
and Torreon.
The Adventists, who are holding a
series of revival meetings in a tent
at Estancla, still continue to draw
big crowds and make many converts.
The Torrance County Fair Is a
thing of the past. Owing to a lack
of interest In some parts of the county, the enterprise has been abandoned.
However, Torrance County will be
well represented
at the Territorial
Fair in Albuquerque, If present plans
do not miscarry.
While it was intended that the public schools at Estancia should have
opened on next Monday, September
the 3d, it has been found impossible
to have it so, and the opening will
occur a week later, Monday, September
Miss Gorham, who had been
chosen principal could not nccept, and
the board elected Miss Cochrane, of
Enid, Oklahoma, as principal. She Is
expected to arrive during tho week.
Miss Ntsbett will have charge of the
lower grades. It is very probable that
a third teacher will be employed, and
another room secured. Last year the
rooms were filled to overflowing,
with the Increased Immigration. It is
certainty that the enrollment will be
much more this year. As the money
In the treasury will not bo sufficient
to employ a third teacher it has been
proposed to raise the necessary funds
t r private subscription.
Chavea County.
W. H. Pearson
and Mrs. Sallie
Rainboit were united in marriage last
Monday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs, Lib Rainbolt, on North Pecos
Avenue, Roswell. Judge J. T. Evan9
performed the ceremony and the couple left Tuesday morning for a stay
of a week at Canyon City.
s
Commissioners White and Atkinson visited the sites of the proposed
bridge across the Pecos, at Dexter, and
Hagerman, last Monday, and were given a rousing reception by the people
of both towns. The final location of
the bridge will be announced at the
meeting of the board to be held later.
Artesla school district has an enrollment of 400 children.
John Ewlng, of Lake Arthur, will
build the new $7,000 school house at
Dayton.
The annual Deaf and Dumb Chaves
County picnic will occur at Hereford
Saturday, and from all accounts there
will be big doings.
W. E. Washington is rigging up a
little irrigation scheme of his own
west ot Lake Artnur. Tar lake, artesian wells1 and natural springs will
be utilized and there will be water
enough for more than a thousand acres
of land.
In drawing attention to the fact that
over 200 children are enrolled for the
coming scholastic yea- -, It may be
imagined that Lake Arthur has no belief in race suicide. The enrollment
In so young a town is proof.
Last Friday was a great day at
Lakewood the occasion being the laying of the corner stone of the new
$10,000 sdhool building, and the matter was done up in a blaze of glory,
tor the White City turned itself inside
out and assimilated the hundreds of
visitors with a joyous hospitality all
Its own. The laying of the corner
stone occurred in the forenoon, after
the arrival of the Carlsbad delegation,
Postmaster T. M. Waller, acting as
master of the ceremonies, with an ap
propriate attending program.
Socorro County.
Charles M. Crossman, of San
an old soldier and .respected
ranchman, was killed recently while
driving to his ranch from San Marcial
where he had been to secure his pen
sion, a wild team of horses he was
driving ran away, and the aged man
was thrown under the overturned
wagon. When his body was found the
following morning Iby his son, his
neck and one arm were broken and
he was terribly bruised. The body
was buried in thte cemetery at San
Marcial.
Despite the "terrible" earthquakes
of yjollow journalism, which irecently
visited Socorro, that hustling little
town, led by Its progressive Mayor
H. 0, Bursum, is making many needed improvements. Streets are .being
straightened and put in repair and
new buildings are being erected. A
few chimneys knocked down by the
recent quakes have been replaced by
new ones.
licenses have recently
Mwrriage
been Issued in the office of Probate
Clerk B. A. Pino, Socorro County, to
rhe following named persons: Mamie
D. Johns, aged 16 years, and James R.
Shelton, aged 28 years, both of Clear
Oreek. Ignacio Torres, aged 30, and
Mrs. AndrelUta Montoya de Marquez,
ged 23 years, both of Socorro.
Barela, aged 22 years, and Ro--

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

Carl Luchenbacher died

Establishes In 1170.
The oldett banking Institution In Nw Mexico.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
ALFRED H. 8R0DHEAD,
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Pretldent.
Assistant Cashier.

HQ,m

Capital

Profit

ana1 Undlv!

Surplus

966.0M.

Loane
Trantaot a general banking buelneu In all Ita branch.
on all kind of personal and cot
term
favorable
moat
on
the
tioney
attral security. Buys and sell bonda and stocks In all markets for
It customer. Buy and sell domestia and foreign exchange and
make telegraphic transfers of monny to all parts of the civilized
world on aa liberal terms a ar given by any
agency, public or private. Interest a'lowsd on time depotlte at tha
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month' or year' term.
Liberal advancea made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executet all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
alms to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, aa la con- Ittent with safet) and the principles of sound banking. Safety Oe
so- posit boxes for rsr.t. The patronage of tha public Is reepsotfully '
liclted.
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INSTITUTE

NEW MEXICO MILITARY

J

ICO.

THfl MILITARY SCHOO&OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Sapported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRTJCT0H8, all graduates of Standard Easter p

Cut-off-

New bulldlnga, all furnishings and equipments modern Mid comall convenience.
olectrlc-ilghtebaths, water-workplete; stoam-heatoBOARD and I,ATJNDRY, 8350 per session. Session Is

Colleges.

TUITION,

hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWEWflsa noted health resort, 8,700 feet above
Sunshine every day from September to June.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. . Reed, VV. M. Atkinson,

W

A.

Flulny and E. A. Cahoon

For particulars address

COL.

0J0 CALIEJiTE

J.

W. WILLSCN,

HOT SPRINGS.
tLse waters tag been thoroughly

These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst of the Ancient
311ft Dwellers, twenty-fivmiles west
of Taos, and fifty mile north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from Bar-ocStation on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally lin of stases runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate
very dry and delightful the year
now a commodious
rdund. There
hotel for tha convenience of invalids
and tourists, These waters contain
l.lf 24 grains of alkaline salts to the
fall on, being the richest alkaline Hot
8prins in t.l world. The efficacy ot

test-

ed by the miraculous cure

attested' to
the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; Sit
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver fains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This recort la at
tractive at all season and is open all
winter. Passengers fo OJo Calient
cau Irive Santa, Fe at 9 a. m and
reach Ojo Gallon te at 1 .. m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to OJo Callente, $7.40 For further
pirtlculara, address
In
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,
Ojo

ear

Supt.

Proprietor.

Caliente. Taos County,

IN.

M.

ipiagelberg.

ta rnuvetoeo &.

Hhi iiln

Wares aaa Garlos
rathr

Line Borwa Wtrt,
l.nk.t. Bj.keta, Nag,
Opals, Twreswleee, Gamata and Other tnto.
UJ MOTTO: Te Have
Una.
Uet of IverytMim ta
Wax,

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

DEALER IN

eiican Filigree

Watches, Clocts. Jewelry
and

ana1

JEWELS

Hani Paintei China.

ItBpalrnf Fine Watches and Jewelry Wo.'k a Specialty. Navahn
dian Onnda. Filigree ai Wholesale and Retail.
West Side Plaza, Santa Fo, N. M.

RuK

and

In-

P. F. HANLEY.
DKAL11RIN

f!ne wines, liquors and cigars.
Imported and Native Wires for Family Use.
OUR

SPECIALTIES-O-

Crow, McBrayer
Ouck nheimer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

LfL renders double
t

the

ld

STREET, SANTA

serviceI i

of any other writing:

MANY writing machines break down
their youth, but Remingtons
have tough constitutions and, no matter how hard the work they do, they
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
old age.
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Railroad

will sink fourteen deep wells

at Wlllard and pump

awerad adjoining the town site and Is negotiating

pany has bought twenty acres

water

as far east as the Rock Island.

The

com-

for forty acres more.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT
Wlllard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

The town site Is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
JOHN BECKER,
WM. R. BERGER,

Carl

A.

Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Secretary.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Wlllard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett

malo Valencia, aged 28 years, both of
Socorro.
Socorro County's school
superintendent, J. A. Torres, who Is at present engaged In compiling his annual
report to the Territorial superintendent, says that there have been during
the summer, In the following respective districts two public school buildings erected: One In school district
No. 5, La .loya, at a cost of $400, and
one lu school district No. 24, San Marcial, costing the same. Other school
houses undergoing radical changes
during the past vacation period are
Kelly's, Escondida's and Polvadera's
each at a generous outlay.
Candidates for office are beginning
to come out Into the open.
Adan
Baca, of Escondida, announces himself a candidate for representative
for Socorro and Sierra Counties, subject 'to the action of the Republican
party.
GREAT
Of the

WILBUR A. DUN LAW, Vice Pree.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

ANIMAL

Sells-Flot-

Wild

TRAINER.

Srroug drink has n most "calming"
effect on the lion, who becomes most
docile afier partaking of an excessive
amount of intoxicating liquor. It is
doubtful if many people would venture to try the experiment, and It. is
uot advised, so says Christopher Seitz,
the well known animal trainer of the
shows. Ho states that
wlu'ii under the Influence of a "stlmu-jlauta stranger may with perfect
safety enter a lion's cage, for it will
show no signs of ferocity unless deliberately annoyed.
When ailing, wild animals ,are very
difficult to deal with, and artifice enters largely into their treatment.
At
the winter quarters of the
Shows an elephant known as Mamma
Mary contracted Influenza. The
was a very bad one, the animal
suffering Intense agony. In tho course
of one day no less than a half barrel
of mustard was applied to Mamma
Mary externally. In the same space
of time she consumed three gallons
of whisky or ' more than any other
animal has ever swallowed In a day
before. The heroic and, as It proved
successful treatment, was considered
necessary to save the elephant's life,
which was well worth preserving,
apart from any sentimental considerations, Up to that time there was no
case on record of any animal having
suffered from Influenza.
On another occasion a favorite elephant, known as Tfilby, fell 111, and
could not be Induced to touch her food.
She moaned continually, shed floods
of tears, and gradually grew weaker
and weaker. What her complaint was
it was difficult to determine, but something had to be done to restore the
ponderous beast to health. She was
therefore subjected to rather expensive treatment, a pint of brandy and
some quantity of Rhine wine being administered alternately at frequent Intervals. This Trilby swallowed greedily, and she was kept strictly to liquid
diet. Three times a day she was allowed a bucket of gruel, each bucket
containing no less than forty quarts.
The elephant soon recovered her usual
health and spirits,
o
The menagerie at tho
Shows is open to the public every
day for one hour before the beginning of the big show, where experienced lecturers tell of the wonderful
beasts of the forest.. The date Is
September 13.
Sells-Flot-

"

o
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Sells-Flot-

How's This?
Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
We Offer One Hundred Dollar

Mailt uatarrh uure.
. i. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, O.
We. the iinderfilBrned. have known F. .T.

Cheney for the 1 at 15 yearn, and believe him
perfectly honorable In all buniiiesa tranaao-tlon- n
and financially able to carry out any
nrui.
onugatioui maae uy tma
Waloino, Kinm n & Mnvin,
Wholesale Druggist, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally.
aotlua directly upon the blood and mueoui
surface of the system. Teatimotilala sent
tree, trice 76 cents per bottle, sold by all
DriiKRista.

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

Mar-cia- l,

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why is it that the firm of Hughes A
Delgado are making a success of the
real estate business? It is because this
firm is reliable and any property
placed in their hands will be looked
after In a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
TIlvdB TJU3UQ
northern Santa Fe County, about twenEffective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
South Bouud
North Bound Max. Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
No 1 Ml
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Calling cams, Dusmess and note pap per, envelopes and legal blanks are
p
of the New Mexican Printp specialties
Mall orders
p ing Company.
given
p
p
p

prompt attention.
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a

30 a
tj,2lU.
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

.
ATTORf!EY8-AT-LAWConnecting ui Santa Ke, N. M., with
the Denver & Kio Grande Kallroad for
MAX. FR08T.
all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
Montana, Vv&Hlilr;ton, nd the Oreat
Attorney at law.
Santa Fe
Northwest.
New Mexico.
Connecting at Torrance tor all
RICHARD H. HANNA.
points east and west with Golden State
seem worried. Limited trains Nob. 43 and 44. PullMr.
Sally iou
Attorneya at Law.
man beritia reserved by wire.
Phone tt.
There s no danger.
Office, Griffin Blk.
For rates aud Information address
Miss Vain That's just it no chance
S. B. QRIMSHAW,
of a heroic rescue and all the folks
W. PRICHARD,
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
talking about me I
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
To and From Roswell.
Practices In all the District Courts
Connection made with Automobile and gives special attention to cases
Clisnve,
"When old Uncle Weatherby was a Line at Torrance for Roswell dally. before the Territorial
Supreme Court
poor farmer he used to go up to town Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Office, Capitol
Bld., Santa Fe, N. M.
and eat pie with a carving fork. The well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
people smiled."
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosBENJAMIN M. READ,
"You don't say!"
well for Torrance at 1 p. in. and arrives
Attorney at law.
Then later on he began eating' It at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beSanta Fe,
New Mexico.
With a tablespoon. The people laughed." tween Santa Fe and Torrance la $6.65
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Ave.
"I don't blame them."
and between Torrance and Roswell
"From that he changed to a knife. $10. Reserve seats on automobile by
Tbey roared."
CHA8. A. LAW,
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
"Great Scott! And is he still sticking
Attorney-at-Law- .
Automobile Line.
Manager
to the knife
V. S. Land Office Practice, a
Specialty.
"No.
Since they found oil on his
C1yt0n.
New Mexico.
farm and rated blm as a millionaire be
old
way,
fried,
any
stewed,
Oysters
eats pie with his fingers and everybody at the Bon Ton.
George 8pence.
N. S. Roae.
nods his approval and says he la
SPENCE A R08E.
News.
Chicago
The public is showing Its appreciaAttorneys.
tion of the attractive circulars sent Land, Mining and Corporation
Law,
On the Other Band.
out by the New Mexican Printing
Specialities, Notary in Office.
She And do you really think you
in regard to rubber stamps, Estancla.
Company,
New Mexico.
cannot live without me?
He You want the truth, the whole
WILLIAM H. H
truth and nothing but the truth, I supLargest and test equipped Bindery
LLEWELLYN,
in the Southwest
pose?
Attorney at law.
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
SheCertainly.
He Well, I can live without you, all
District Attorney for Dona Ana
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
You can get some bargains in the Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun.
right, if necessary, but I don't see how
you can passible live without me.
real estate line nght now by calling ties, Third Judicial District
New Orleans Times Democrat.
on the reliable real estate dealers,
Hughes & Delgado. Office west side
A. W. POLLARD,
Pride.
ot Plaza.
Attorney at law.
"You need not be so critical," says the
District Attorney, Luna Count?.
Mexperson accused. "You say I have a
New
Subscribe for the Daily
Dwnln
New Mexico,
vinegary disposition, but every one ican and get the news.
knows that you have one too."
J. H. Boa ham.
C. Wade.
"I acknowledge it," retorts the acI0NHAM A WADE,
cuser. "But mine la a genuine pure THE BEAUTIFUL
at Lu..
elder vinegar disposition, while yours
ESPANOLA VALLEY Practice Attorneya
in the Supreme and Disis the commercial compound of
trict Courts of the Territory, In the
add and water." Woman's
Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit Probate Courts and before the u. S.
Home Companion.
Abundance of Water.
Surveyor Generals and TJ. 8. Land
Raising
Mental Limitation. ,
Las Cruces, N. M.
The Espanola Valley of the Rio Officers.
"Your honor," said the arrested Grande beginning twenty miles north
chauffeur, "I tried to warn the man, of Santa Fe and extending north
E. C ABBOTT,
bat the born would not work."
Attorney at law.
miles to Embudo Is pertwenty-fiv"Then why did you not slacken speed
Practices !n the District and
haps the greatest Irrigated valley In
rather than run him down?"
Courts. Prompt and careful ata
A light seemed to dawn upon the New Mexico. No other valley has
of pro- tention given to all business.
soil,
variety
climate,
better
prisoner.
District
for the Counties
"Gee!" be said. "That's one on me. ducts or more abundant supply of of Santa Attorney
Te, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
I never thought of that" Houston water for irrigation. The soil in this Juan. Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
Post.
valley is free from alkali, cold, stormy
winters or excessively hot summers;
Cooking For Blm.
A. B. RENEHAN,
it Is shut in by high mountains and
"May Pectus graduated from our
Practices In the Supreme and Disfruit district the conditions are
as
a
school
last
now"
cooking
year and
of acres trict Courts: Mlnning and Land Law
"Yes, I know she's taking a post- almost perfect Thousands
cent a Specialty. Rooms
Sena BWg.,
and
uncultivated
He
per
eighty
graduate course."
Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.
Grande
Rio
"Not at all. I was going to tell you of the waters of the great
that she was married last week"
roll by unused. Home seekers are
CHA8. F. EA8LEY,
"Yes, thafs what I
settling here rapidly and more are
(Late
Surveyor General.)
Press.
welcomed to help make this beautiful
Attorney at law.
valley the best in the Rockies.
Santo Fe
New Mexico.
Two Hairs.
For further particulars in general, Laid and
Business a Specialty.
"I begin to realize," said young Mr.
Mining
of bearing orchards, Improved
Kallow, "that I am no longer a mere prices
and unimproved lands, etc., address
youth now that I've got a little ban-oFRANK W. CLANCY,
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Immy Up."
Attorney at law.
"Yes," said Miss Knox, "and I sup- migration agent Espanola, New Mex- District Attorney for Second Judicial
ico.
anIn
a
or
so
month
pose
you'll have
District
other one." Detroit Free Press.
Practices in the District Court an
EXCURSION
SUMMER
RATES.
th Supreme Court of the Territory;
One Great AdTantasje.
of the Santa Fe Central, E. also before the United States Supreme
way
By
"Of what benefit to society will the
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to Court In Washington.
discovery of the north pole be?"
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
the
"for
answered
"Well,"
scientist,
one thing It may put a stop to the Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
loss of life and property among the Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, WyOSTEOPATHY.
and to Memphis, Tennessee.
explorers who want to be the first oming
to
9th
of
sale
Dates
June
16th,
July
there." Washington Star.
DR. CHARLE8
1st to 10th, good for return passage
Osteopath.
until October 31st
No, 103 Palace Ave.
On these excursions, rates to Chitreats acute aud chronlo
cago for round trip will be $48.35. St Successfully
Louis $43,35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- diseases without drugs or medicines-NYOUR
charge for Consultation.
phis, Tenn., $45.60. For further lnfoi
m.,
Phone 15.
p. m.
matlon, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener Hours:
al passenger agent
MINING ENGINEERS.
We are anxious to have every ReWhat's at the Bon Ton? Best oys
publican in close touch, and workCONY T. BROWN,
ing in harmony with the Republican ters in the city.
Mlnlna Enalneer.
National Congressional Committee in
As a dressing for sores, bruises and Secretary and Treasurer New Mexico
favor of the election of a Republican
cnoei or mines.
burns, Chamberlain's Salve is all that
Congress.
Nsw Mtxloo.
Socorro,
can
be
desired.
It
li
and
The Congressional campaign must
soothing
be based on the administrative and hea.mg in its effect. Price 25 cents.
CIVIL ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS.
For sale bv all druggists,
legislative record of the party, and,
that being so, Theodore Roosevelt's
CORBET A 8MYTHE.
The laxative effect of Chamberlain's
personality must be a central figure
Civil, Mining ana Hydraulic
Stomach
and
Liver
Is
Tablets
and his achievements
.so
a central
Engineers.
agreeable and 8' natural you can hardthought in the campaign.
Assaying and General Contracting.
We desire to maintain the work of ly realize that it is produced by a East side Plaza
Santa Fe, N. M.
this campaign with popular subscrip- medicine. These tablets also cure
and
25
biliousness.
Price
indigestion
tions of One Dollar each from RepubHIRAM T. BROWN.
cents.
free . t any drug
CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
licans. To each subscriber we will store. Samples
u. 8. Mineral Surveyor
send the Republican National Camaata Fa,
New Mexieo
paign Text Book and all documents
If yon do not care to pay for a dally
issued by the Committee.
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Mexican Review and get the cream of
Help us achieve a great victory.
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
James S. Shermak, Chairman, the week's doings. It is an excellent We print the news the day It hap.
'
P. O. Box 8063, New York. paper to send to your friends.
pens.
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TO REPUBLICANS:
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Shows Talks About
Beasts,

Sells-Flot-

Bard to
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PAGE

Animals not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet,
MCMTinw
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for tbera
a
Mrs. M. Req.ua, who manages
selves.
find
Cancareta and,
"I hive niad your valuable
boarding house at Golden, Is In town them
shee..
bay. Capias Complaint,
perfect. Couldn't do without them.
naed them (or aoma time for indigestion and oil
011 business.
sheet.
louaneee tnd urn now completely cured. Kecom; Search Warrant
will
Once
tried,
to
them
you
evnryoue.
Colonel J. A. Wood, manager of the mend
utocK Blanks.
sever he without them in the family."
Edward A. Men, Albany, X.T.
Gold Bullion Company, at Golden, lookBill of Sale, Animais Bearing Vendor's
ed after mining business while In the
Recorded Brand,
sheot; In Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
city today.
The Bowels
g
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing VenMiss Lucy Booker, daughter of John
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
of
Becker, well known merchant
sheet
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
Helen, Is In the Duke City on a visit
CANDY CATHARTIC
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
to Miss Susie Dobson.
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
Miss Clara Olsen, secretary In the
sheet.
Brand,
executive office, returned
Monday
to Gather, Drive and Handle
Authority
visit
after
the
a pleasant
city
night to
Plenum. Palatable, Potent. Taite Gm.pn flaaO,
Miscellaneous.
to friends in Albuquerque.
Rarer Sicken, Weaken or Gripe, le.
aold In bulk. The genuine tablet Htampod OCO.
Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
cure or your money back
to
euarauteed
of
Las
deputy
Vegas,
Lopez
Ignaclo
sheet
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. lot
assessor of San Miguel County, after
sheet.
BOXES Utase,
MILLION
TEN
ANNUAL
SALE,
a visit here to his mother and other
sheet.
of Personal Property,
Laue
relatives has returned to the Meadow
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
the
built
Is
f
by
which
City.
being
sheet.
Acknowledgment,
& Santa Fp Hallway.
sheet
Sergeant R. W. Lewis, of the New Atchison, Topeka
Mortgage Deed,
Mexico Mounted Police, who Is sta
sheet
Jose L. Lopez, of this city, who for Power of Attorney,
loned at Socorro, was In the city to- the past few months, has been engaged Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
sheet.
day on official business at headquar- In working hla mining properties In Complaint, Criminal,
ters.
the Golden district, Is In town and will Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
shpet.
plaint,
Judge Henry L. Wuldo, solicitor of remain a few days with his family.
the Santa Fe Railway for New Mexi- ...e reports development work on the Forcible Kntry and Detainer, Sun
fhret.
nions,
co, has returned to La3 Vegas, from San Miguel mine progressing satisshoet.
a visit to his family In Kansas City, factorily and that good tests of ores Replevin lioad,
Forcible Entry stid DeMissouri.
have been made for some weeks In Execution
sheet,
tainer,
W. E. Gortner, court stenographer a small 3tamp mill pertaining to the
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
of the Fourth Judicial District, and property.
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,
wife, have returned to Las Vegas, from
Albu15.
Charles
of
Dagnelte,
sheet
Pence Proceedings, Complaint,
a visit to relatives and friends in
and employment Warrant,
querque.,
outing
shcet.
lioshen, Indiana.
agent of the southwestern Inddans, Commitment,
sheet
Mr. and Mrs, Edgar Andrews,
to the city last evening from
ofj returned
Mining Blanks.
Bonanza, were registered
yesterday' a trip t5 Taos, San Ildefonso, San
sheet.
at the Normnndle, Mr. Andrews 1j Juan and other Indian pueblos In the Amended Location Notlco,
sboet.
engaged In mining operations In the northern part of New Mexico. He was Agreement of Publisher,
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
Bonanza district.
accompanied by J. H. Klrkland, of
sheet.
Bonds,
Appeal
Arizona.
Mr.
Phoenix,
Dagnette's
County Treasurer Eugenio Romero,
sbet.
was to secure laborers Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
of San Miguel County, went to Albu- mission
sheet.
Bond,
querque last night and today attend- among the Indians to work in the Appearance
Indian Appearance Bond, on Continuance
ed the meeting of the Republican Ter- sugar beet fields of Colorado.
.
sheet.
ritorial Central Committee In that labor Is In demand with the beet
growers who find the average Indian Bond for Appearance, District Court,
town.
a good worker.
Mr. Dagnette left Justice Quarterly Report,
shtet.
H. D. Winsor, rancher at
Cowles, this forenoon over the Denver & Rio Bond for Deed,
she6t.
accompanied by his daughter, Miss Grande Railway for Colorado
sheet
points. Bond, General Form,
Ruth Winsor, was a visitor
Bond of Indemnity,
'j
sheet.
today in
Miss Anna Marie Nellls, of Kansas
the Capital. Misa Winsor has reCertificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
In the
sumed her studlev at Loretto
City, arrived
city today Official
sheet.
Bond,
for a brief visit with friends Ihere
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet
to
en
route
Kansas City.
home
Frank A. Hubbell, who owns sheen while
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
was
some
a
time
She
here
guest
ago
ranches in western Socorro County,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
has recently returned to the Duke at the Catron residence.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
He has been attendlne to thp
City.
F. W. Spencer of Albuquerque, sec- Letters of Administration,
sheet.
dipping of his sheep. He reports ev- - retary of the New Mexico Sunday Administrator's Bond and Oath,
erything In Socorro County looklne School Association, which will hold Its
sheet.
fine.
sixth annual meeting beginning today, Letters Testamentary,
sheet
to Declaration in Assumpsit,
was unable
District Attorney Alexander Read. writes that he
sheet
whose home is In TIerra Amarilla ar-- , attnd the gathering owing to pres Declaration in Assumpsit on Note.,
Ived In the city last evening and went sure of business.
sheet.
to Albuquerque last
sheet
night and was
Mrs. John R. McFie and Miss Ame- Satisfaction of Mortgage,
of Mortgage,
sheet
present at today's meeting of the Re. lia McFle, wife and
Assignment
of
daughter
Deed
without Insurance
publican Territorial Central CommitMortgage
home
returned
Judge MoFie,
yesterday
tee of that town.
sheet.
Clause,
from Los Angeles after an absence of
sheet
Dr. M. F. Dnsmnrnla of Too
about six weeks. The trip was under- Options,
sheet
has purchased a ranch home contain taken for the benefit of Miss Amelia's Notice of Protest,
of Publication,
ing 100 acres on the headwatora nf health and she comes back much lin- - Notaries' Notice
. sheet.
the Mora River, on the Pecos Forest proved
sheot.
Deed,
Warranty
hcsbi ve, wmcn ne will use for a sumsheet
Quit Claim Deed,
mer home for himself and friends.
Dr.
The New Mexican can do printing Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
uesmarais is well known here.
equal to that done In any of the large Deed of Trust, full sheet.
L. E. Curtrlght, of Las
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of Relee.se of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
special officer in the employ of the work we turn out. Try our work once Homestead Affidavit,
Bheet.
&
aicmson, Topeka
Santa Fe
and you will certainly come again. We Homestead Application,
sheet.
arrived in the citv last nlp-have all the facilities for turning out No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
and Is a guest at. .Mi
nri.. every class of work, Including one of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Mr. Curtrlght came here as
a witness the best hinderles In the west.
Affidavit Renulred of Claimant,
before the present term of the dissheet.
Affidavit,
trict court.
Homestead Proof, full sheet
Frederick H. Pierce, of Las Veeas
jnattel Mortgage,
president of the Agua Pura Comnanv.
3lze of Blank.
and also at the head of the Agency CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
7x8
inches.
MEXICO.
NEW
dim investment Corporation, returned
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
last night to his home in the Meadow
The New Mexican Printing Company
Full shew., 14x17 Inches,
City after attending a meeting of the has the largest facilities and mos
Board of Penitentiary Commissioners modern machinery for dolr.g all kinds Promissory Notes, 21 per pad.
''Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25o
of which he Is the chairman.
s
of Printing and Binding In
each.
of Loose-lea- f
Mrs. M. H. Byington, of Washine- - style. Manufacturers
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
ton, D. C, arrived In the citv last Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
nigm to look after a case In which a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
The two for $10.
she Is Interested that comes up at the Southwest.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
present term of the United States
School Blank.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet.
Court here. She was accompanied by
sheet.
vit,
sheet.
Miss F. E. Gunson, of Brouehton. En?. Oath of School Director,
Bheet
School Notice of
land. The ladles are registered at the Certificate of Apportionment of
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet.
Funds,
Palace Hotel.
'
sheet.
District Clerk's Annual Report,
J. S. Duncan, of Las Vegas, was
Blanxs.
sheet.
Spanish
In Aftuquerque on
Monday, where he Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
met his son and daughter, who have Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
been on a visit to the California Certificate of Appointment,
heet.
Declnraclon Jurada,
pllego.
coast. His son has entered the Uni- Contract for School Teacher,
aheet Flanza Oflcial,
pllego.
versity of New Mexico and his daugh Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Flanza Oflcial y Juramento
pliego.
ter will soon leave for Denver where Contract for Fuel,
sheat.
Flanza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
she will attend Wolfe Hall during 480
Contrato de Pa tido,
Ledger, $6.60.
Page
pllego.
the coming school year,
Money's Digest of New Mexico Re- Escrltura de Renuncia,
sheet.
Richard Dunn, of Las Vegas, manaDocumento Garantlzado,
ports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
pllego.
of
Alora
was
the
Timber Company,
sheet.
ger
Formula de Enumeracion,
Gambling Table,
pliego.
a business visitor today In the Capi- Application for License,
sheeU
Contrato Entres los Dlrectorea y Pre- tal.
Mr. Dunn is one of the oldest, Sheriff's Monthly Report.
Bbet.'.
ceptores,
pliegos.
lumber men In the southwest. The
General Blank.
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
of
which
he
is
head
had
the
sheet,
Notas Obligaclones, 2Zo por 60.
company
Township Plats,
a contract for supplying the railroad Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Libros Centillcados de Bonos,
ties and other timber for the Belen Agreement,
sheet.
di Reclbos. Supervisors de
Application for License, Retail Liquor Caminos, C5c.
aheet.
Dealers,
Hipoteca de Blenes Muebles,
pliego.
Application for License, Oanes'an Documento de Hipoteca.
pllego.
sheet.
Butcher's Bond,
Documento Garantlzado, extensa forsheet.
Attachment Writ,
ma entera.
Attachment Summons as Oarnlshee, Certificado de Matrlmonlo, 10c,

oroonMAi

(stetson hats
STETSON
HATS
Go in increasing numbers year after yenr. The whole Wot d
contributes in material end wears the result.
acknc wl- Everywhere the Stetson Hat Soft and Dervy-a- re
lged as the standard in style, beauty and finish

M

CARRY

A

FULL LINE AT POPULAR PRICES

comes cheaper in price,
alo Carry another line whieli
Soft, from $t 25 to up to $3.50
Derby, $3 50.

tjjj

pants

!jp

doubt you
have heard of the
Mo

cM

11

SWEET ORN pants
We carry a big line

of latest

styles.

Handsome

pat-

terns and perfect
:

I,1

k&

fit will certainly
please you.

1

-

to
I

SANTA

B'E,

N. M.

Nathan Salmon

v.

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

-

it-

I

San Franchco St.
-

WINTER GROCERY CO.
Ojo Caliente, New M

Established 1856.

Incorporated 1903.

DR Y GOODS
Guaranteed Quality and Absolute Reliability.

School Notes.
Our line of Boys' and Children's School Wearing Apparel is complete in every
Unmatchable
department- values in reliable goods.

School Items.
SCHOOL SHOES,
SCHOOL, HOSIERY,
SCHOOL SUITS.

Seligman Bros. Co.
For Half a Century the Leading

P. O. Box

Dry

in the City

Goods House

Phone 36.

219.

CHARLES WAGNER

FtHnitte

Co.

306 to 30S San Francisco Street.

titAfJ

are as far

in

the

in representing

the

We

' iJHnf'TritrsSK

PEOPLE

UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMINQ.

Charles Wagner, Licenced Embalmer.

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Santa Fe Fresh Fruits,
Rocky Ford Cantalopes

Vp..

Rail-wa-

XCiCO

AllYoo Want

1

1006.

5,

Wholesale and Retail

and Watermelons.

Wate

first-clas-

.

.

.

Live and Dressed

LEGAL BLANKS.

TRY IT.

SEPTEMBER

SeligmanBros.Co.

cut-of-

We

SWEET 0R&;

Biliousness
1

To the East as well as to the West.
To the North and to the South the

1

WEDNESDAY,

SAKTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N.M,

FOUR.

POULTRY

WEDNESDAYS

q. S. PUNE
phone 26.

FRIDAYS

&

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

Phone 26

CUT PRICES!

Right-of-Wa-

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

I

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

incorporated wmNmrmmsmms

hand-mad-

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour tad Potatoes. Stationery.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
rnourr attention aivtN mail oadsrs.
KAXTA

F.

I

M. M.

Enameled Wate

S. LOWITZKI,

D.

Lower San Francisco St., Santa

F

res

The Signs of
Heart Trouble

sheet.
Ton can Surely Secure Heart Health Execution,
sheet,
and Strength through Dr. Shoop't , Summons,
sbeeit.
Suhpoe-- a
Restorative.
Laws of New Mexico, 1S99, 1901 and
1903; English and Spanish; pamphHeart weakness which can he dealt with t
all in nerve weakness. Just aa your hand trema let, $2.25; full leather, i .00.
Dies when its nerves aro weak, when your heart
Code oi Civil Proceednre, full leather
nerves are weak your bean nutters and palpitates. Other slims are shortness of breath after
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
slight exercise; tiiintlnu spells; pain or tender-neabout the heart oaused by Irregular heart Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish.
setlon: choking sensa AtionasU the heart was
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.60
In the throat ; uneasy
sensation In the Sheriff's
Flexible Cover Pocket Docket
chest, showing thMar
the heart Isn't
V. palo when you lie
right: A
working
single, $1.25; two or more books,
oo
one side
the left
l3iTaiul"uUy
$1 each,
y the
side, but
vquen 1difficult
right, painful
each.
.JVnd
$1.25
Notary Record,
"nothered
breathing;T.TAa.lf,
TThere It ab- Notary Seals
Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
feeling.
ly one way
solutely f
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
to treat
ISI.tfallVy) weak heart nearest
That it
express office.
natural anaJV
permanent
Can you New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
'nerves.
to ItsT
strength
Imagine how any- thing else can be
Nog. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
done? Dr. Shoop's
Restorative will
volume: 3 to 11, inclusive, delivered
to the
baok the.
rengh
bring
heart nerves alwavvw There la nothing In
at. Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
this remedy to stlmu" late ; nothing that
leads to reaction. The strength Ibat it gives Is Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
natural and permanent.
It Is lust the same
Laws, 50c.
strength as Nature gives to those who are well. Compilation Mining
Dr. Snoop's Restorative (Tablets or Liquid) 240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
creates strength which extends over the whole 240
Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.76.
Inside nerve, system It overcomes the cause
Civil,
of the trouble as well as the result. Sold by
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Criminal $4.00.
FISCHER DRUG CO. '
ss

.

WHY
NOT

IS NOT THE CHEAPEST BUT THE BEST.
THAT DOES
BUY ANY OTHER MAKE
RERECENTLY
WE
GIVE SATISFACTION.
CEIVED A LARGE SHIPMENT OF THIS WARE

...-

ONCE YOU BECOME A USER OF THIS WARE,
BUY ANY OTHER KIND.
YOU WILL NEVER
COME IN AND LET US SHOW IT TO YOU ANY
WAY.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

e

sheeit.

Our Prices Will Surely Interest You

We have a quantity of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
iho time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
Yon
house from kitchen to. garret.
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In arfd see
our goods.

--

"CHRYSALITE"

. .

CUT PRICES.

Telephone 14

1

yjf-j-

on--

l4rtv

toirilliljybrlngbaoh

AND REALTY CO.

sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet
Placer Mining. Location,
sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
Title Eond and Lease of Mining Propsheet.
erty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
of Attorney and
Afftda
Prices.
On
or
$ .05
sheets, eacn
.1
Full sheet, each
,. .2
sheets, per dozen
.35
sheets, per dozen
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
sheets, per hundred
4,00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 600 blanks, customer
business card will be printed under til
'
lng wltftou extra cost
soeet
Teachers' Monthly Report

Would be pleased to have you
FULL
inspect my new stock of :: ::

MILLINERY

MRS. LYNGS

.(

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES

Business of

Non-Residec-

PAID.

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftiit Trees.
--

..........

'Phono No. 161

103 Palace Avenue.

--

All kinds of Blanks conforming to
the New Mexico laws for sale by the
New Mexican Printing Co.

LADIES.
220 San Francisco St.

)lew pieilGO Enunoyment Bureau

Legal Blanks of every description
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico are qn hand and fortsale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.
New Mexican advertisers

get trade

CARL A. BISHOP & CO.

General Insurance Agents
SURETY BONOS, BURGLARY
ROOM

24

LAUGH LIN

BLOCK.-

INSURANCE,

INVESTMENT BUSINESS.

Santa Fe,

N, M.

'PHONE 194

SEPTEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

MINOR CITY

5,

TOPICS

Short Story,
published on page seven. Read it,
Candalario Rael, a well known mer,
chant and sheep raiser at Anton
Guadalupe County, died In that
town last Sunday Be was about iix-tyears of age.
Sulphur Springs "Sour" Water, a
sure and speedy specific for all
stomach and kidney trouble. Now for
sale at the "The Club" in carbonated
form. Ask your doctor.
Now Mexican's Dally

Chi-co-

y

Beginning with today's' issue, a
bright, well written short story each
by an author of consequence in the
short story world wil) appear daily.
Do not overlook this feature.
Miss Amburg, a professional nurse
from St. Joseph's hospital at Albuquerque, Is in attendance at the bedside of Miss Marian MacQuarle. The
patient is reported as Improving.
'ine county commissioners of San
Miguel County have let a contract for
the construction of a concrete bridge
across the Sapello River to the
Bridge and Iron Company, of Topples, Kansas, for the sum of $3,500.

a

The Indian band rendered an excellent concert Monday night at the V.
S. Indian Training school
near the
city, but only a few people were In
attendance from the Capital. The

musicians were In fine fettle and their
music was greatly enjoyed by those
who attended.
The Atchison, Topoka & Santa Fe
Railway has made a rate of $3.45 for
the round trip from this city to Albuquerque wlille the Territorial Fair
is In progress In the Duke City. Thursday, September 19, has been designated as Santa Fe day, and If a large
enough delegation can be secured a
special train will be run on that day
from the Capital.
Democratic primaries in the city
and county precincts for the purpose
of electing delegates to the Democratic County Convention next Saturday, will bo held tomorrow evening In
the different precincts In the city
and county. Much Interest is being
taken In Democratic circles and the
faithful are expected to turn out tomorrow night in goodly numbers.
Passenger train No. 7 of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, was
late again Monday night, and for the
second time this week the Santa
branch train did "not make connection with It at Lamy. The result
Is that passengers, and mall bound
for this city were delayed from thirteen to fifteen hours. Today the
branch train was. an hour late on its
first trip from the junction.
The following visitors have registered so far this week at the rooms
of the Historical Society: H. Howard
Wisconsin; R. H.
Haylett, Racine,
Skeels, Delaware, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs.

BARGAINS IN

Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Mile
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties in the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern Rio' Arriba County in fbe Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale alt a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for selling. The section is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only in New
The
Mexico, but In the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate Is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are;
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres In alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $30 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and packing house; produced 2.900
boxes of apples last year; Irrigation
from itlo Grande; price $2,000.
No. H. Seven acre orchard and marmile to town,
ket garden irnct,
railroad, postofflce, school and church;
good six room house, having tele
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack
Ing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; prtc

Why suffer with
painivhen

BALLARD'S SNOW

post-offic-

LINIMENT
WILL

CURE

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFP JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Frlodiil, DiilUs, Tex.
writes : l,I use Ballard's Snow
Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.

It relieves burns and scalds.'
25c, 50c and $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

$2,250.
No. I.

Good

t

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG CO.

,
St. Taul; J. XI.
Amity, Pennsylvania; Henry
T. Horn, Los Angeles; IT. L. Rood,
Denver; Mrs. Lydla Korostowetz,
St. PetersVladimir Korostowetz,
burg, Russia; Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Terpening, Kansas City; Daniel E.
Clevenger, Albuquerque; Mrs. A. C.
Moore, Walter A. Moore, Oklahoma
City; M. C. Amberger, Cincinnati;
Denver; George T.
if deposited with us on certificates of depesits, as time George W. Case, Illinois;
L. J. Stone,
Casper, Cypress,
Missouri.
accounts.
or
Carthage,
deposits
savings
A divorce case ot Mrs. Mary Whaley
Hidden around your piece ihey foim bait fcr burglars
vs. Samuel W. Whaley, has been filed
food for fire, are a constant cause for woiry ard do no In the District Court for Rio Arrlbo
The plaintiff is suing to- - n
County.
good to anybody.
complete divorce on statutory grounds,
Placed in bank, your savings in the form of cash or and asks for the custody of their Infant child, Kenneth. The couple were
credit help to transact the business of the country and are married
at Chama, on January 29,
a source of good to the entire com- 1905, by Justice of the Peace C. M.
Marshall, and lived together at Victor,
munity
Since
Colorado, up to April 9, 1905.
been
their separation the wife ha
c'o
all
an
account
here
Open
making her home with her parents
your banking business with us. We near Chama. The child was born
three weeks after the parents
insure ycu absolutely against loss about
parted and Is now with the mother.
by thieves or fire and we will put Whaley'a present whereabouts are unknown but he is believed to be still
your money to work so that it will it Victor. Attorney J. H. Crist, of
earn ycu three per cent.
Monero, has been engaged as counsel
for Mrs.. Whaley.
at home in our Santa Fe baseball fans will have
cWake
the pleasure of witnessing two base
when
room
you have let- ball
reception
games here next Sunday to make
ters to write.
up for the one that was cancelled last
Sunday. Manager W. H. Kerr, of the
Santa Fe Centrals', who remained In
Albuquerque to attend the meeting of
the Republican Territorial Central
Committee today, telephoned last
night that he had made arrangements
for the Albuquerque team to be here
next Sunday. The Duke City club will
bo accompanied by a big crowd of
rooters, nnd it is expected that the
5
delegation from there and Antonlto
5
will be between five or six hundred
HEMINGTON
strong. A crowd of about three hun
dred fans Is expected on a special
train from Antonlto. The Albuquer
TYPEWRITERS
Fe game will be played first
A
A
land is scheduled to be called at
o'clock. The Antonito-SantFe game
will take place within ten or fifteen
MEW MEXICAN PR I NT W CO
'a
minutes after the first contest is fin-- I
A
A
Ished. Both games ought to be
good
a
Dealer,
ones and well patronized. Isabel the
a
new pitcher signed by the Santa Fe
club is a brother of second baseman
K A.
Santa
a
Isabel, of the Chicago Nationals.
u was aireerent Monday. The
Santa Fe boys turned the tables on
the Mcintosh Browns in the Labor
Day baseball game at Albuauerane
The Capital City team won
by the
score of 11 to 5, having: the Duke
City
nine whitewashed up to the seventh
inning. Isabel, of Kansas City, a new
pauner signed a few days ago by the
oama ean's, was In the box for tlmm
and he held his opponents down to
wur scattered hits. The Brown pinned their faith in Gallegos but he was
knocked out of the box in the tihird
inning and Forsythe pitched the re
mainder of the game. The Albuquer
quea and Santa Fe teams have played
seven games together this season and
tne locals have won four of the spries. The Antonlto club will
play here
next Sunday.
Monday evening a .meeting of retail
merchants was held in Adam's Hall
for the purpose of considering the
organization of a Retail Merchants'
rroiective Association in this city.
won. Artnur Seligman of the Sells-maBrothers Dry Goods Company,
caiiea tne meeting to order and S. G
uariwngnt was elected temporary
cnairman. a letter was read from II
O. Jaffa, of
Albuquerque, of tine Retail
:ercnants- protective Association of
that town, suggesting that a slmlls
association do organized here and
that a delegation be sent to Albuouer
que during fair week for the nurnose
of organizing a Territorial' Retail Dealers' Protective Association. The nutter was discussed and it was decided
not to proceed with the organization
of such an association for the
present,
but to send seven delegates to Albuquerque for .the purpose of Investigating, and If deemed proper to unite
in the formation of a territorial as
sociation. Thereafter action would be
taken by the local retail merchants In
the matter. The seven delecateB will
be named by Mr. Cartwrlght and will
be announced shortly.
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Alteration Sale !
All Goods at Greatly Reduced
Prices for this Week ONLY at

-

-

lYhfrnilrHiTrin TiinpwrifprlnstUr,i(W

lHtycko.

Seamons & Benedict.

dnfcs the

RrMnaMoffltOrJ

Sroodwqy,

New YbrkT?

BARGAINS.

MEXICAN

OUR LEADER

Herewith are some bargain! offered
Comby the New Mexican Printing
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory ot New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $i; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; SherlE's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws 75c; CompllaiUon Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50;
full list school blanks.
ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper It ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the oddB and ends o the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE U8 A CALL AND EXAMINE

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are In the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

Don't forget our largo and complete
bindery end Job department. All work
bandied promptly and. in the moat
manner. One trial makes you
a permanent patron.

For sale sheep ranch oi 62
acres with good fences and Improve
ments, has excellent waiter, shelter
hay land and controls sevoral thou
sand acres of fine goait grazing land
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch In New Mexico.
No. ft. Twenty acres, navitig about
ten acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden laud, good five room
adobe house, well built and finluhod,
good barn; the whole place almost en
tirely surrounded by a hedge of box- elder trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attractiveness of the place; produced last
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place la a full bearing apple orchard and market garden tract of sev
en acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing bouse, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of thi3 place
bring in annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year in vegetables
and fruit were over $500.- Tenca cash.

Department
we have added a fine line ot

TH10M.

New Alexicau fldverllst: rs get trade.

SYSTEM

(S.

Santa

e

Branch.

effective Dec ember 10th.

m.

1935.

8AVE YOUR ICE

win bouid

BART UOUHll
Mo.

StBtlom

MIT.VD

FraneJ

Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at
low price to Introduce them. It cost
you nothing to look at them and be
vour own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full line of Gold Medal
cuinp supplies, consisting ot folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and
plies. Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
BiZPS and riihhprs

The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
moflt completely equipped bindery In
States south of
the Rocky Mour-tai18 headquarters for legal blanks of all
kinds. The company makes a specialty
in handling land office blanks, necessary in homestead entries and in mineral applications. Prlce3 low, especially in quantities. Circulars giving
full Information furnish'1
application.

D, &. R.

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons.. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line More

To Our Furniture

one-hal- f

ST. LOUIS, MX.

Good Blood

NEW

D

RANCHES

y

blood, good health; bad
bad health; thereyouhave
why ip' help nature just a
and change the bad to the
good? Bad blood to good blood ; poor blood to rich bloodl A.sii your doctor
how this applies to Ayer's Sarsanarilla, and how it applies to you ! Could
Wu hivo no nt'orota! We pnbHtih
anything be more fair r"
Tht- formulas oti riHPur iniHilcn
I.owili, Mjrb!

ORCH-ARDSAN-

FIVE.

PACE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Trains stop at Emlmdo for o iner
where good meals are served.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate
points via the standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all poltiU on Creede branch.
8. K. HOOPER,
G. P. A., Denver, Colo
U:U0a

11

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and in the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarantee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take lt off your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
ART PICTURES AND rRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTj
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal dock
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp '
ets especiallv for the use of justices
Attention. Bend for Catalogue.
of the peace. They are especially
Ideas perfected, and
510 South Broadway'
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
nUWLAnU & UU.
qs
angewss,
models
made
from
Spanish or English, made of good rec
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
Machine, gun
with leather back and covers and can- explanations.
In
and
have
index
full
front
and
bicycle repairing. Also
vas, sides,
the fees of Justices of the peace and
new and second hand bicy
constables printed in full on the first
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches. cles for sale and guaranteed.
These books are made up In civil and
criminal dockets, separata ot 32 Hants Fe Kovsiiy
at?M
pages each, or with both civil and
256 San Francisco Stteet 256.
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
WHOLESALE
civil and 320 pages criminal. To introduce them they are offered at the
HENRY KRICK
and
following low prices:
Sole Agent For
Civil or criminal
$2.75
RETAIL
Comhined civil and criminal. .. .$4.00
Letup's St. Louis Beer
For 45 'tents additional for a single
Mails orders promptly attended to.
DEALERS ir
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
docket, they will be sent Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
art
full must accompany order. State
plainly whether English or Spanish
!
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
printed heading Is wanted. Address
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Aiy Flavor You Desire.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads, We will deliver Soda Water In any
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
by the New Mexican Printing Company at low rates and In quantities to
Telephone No. 38.
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.

P
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FLOUR, HAY,

(

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and sEEDs.

SODA WATER

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

PROPOSALS FOR FLOUR,of OATS, DRIED
thn Interior,
Department
OHioe of Indian Aflalrs. Washington, D.
Sealed proposals, plainly
Aiienit 7, 10"t).
marked on the outside of the envelope:
"Proposal, for flour, oats, dried fruit," etc ,
an the case may be, and addressed to the
"Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C." will be received at the Indian
Office until 2 o'clock p. m. of Thursday, September, 27, 1906, and then opened, for furnishing the Indian service with canned tomatoes, cornmeal. cracked wheat, dried
fruit, feed. Hour, hominy, oats, and rolled
oats, during fiscal year ending June 30,
Kids must be made out on Govlu)7.
ernment blanks. Schedules giving all necesfor bidders will be furinformation
sary
nished on application to the Indian OHioe.
D.
Washington.
C.jthe U S. Indian Warehouses at New York City. Chicago. III., St.
Louis, Mo.. Omaha. Nebr., and .San Francisco,
Cal.: the Commissary ot Subsistence, U. S.
A., at Cheyenne. Wyo., the Quartermaster,
U. S. A., Seattle, Wash., and the postmasters
at Tucson, Portland, Spokane, and Tucoma
The Department reserves the right to reject
any and all bids, or any part of any bid. C.
F. I.ARRABEB, Acting Commissioner. '

C

LAND

THE

PLAZA

BARBER SHOP

,
Prop.
Leading Toniorlal Parlor In Santa fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuaa.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
Claw Barneri.
East Side ot Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.
WILLIAM

H

PA11SC-.S-

BOUGHT to any
parts In the Country; send ticket
In and get cash for It; tran
eactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSEN FIELD, 118 R. R. Ave, Albuquerque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital

:

properties:

Coal Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazino Lands,
Colonization Lands,
Mining Properties.
Properties must bo large and
of established value.

SEVEBll HULK

DOLLARS

Ready for Invertment
Land scrip 'boup ht and sold
Hugo Seaberg,
ton, N. M

r
Fin

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive
for.

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like thia.

It

ia closed

ia a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

SQDTT7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches,' Jewelry, Diamonds.

JACOB WELTMER
Complete Stock of

....

'

To have our

Parlors

The only first class in city,
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : :
1.50
Electrical Batbs
25
Can make quick sales If price Other Baths
is satlsfacty of following Parlors located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

WANTED.

much the largest asset we hare in our business.

School Supplies.
Books on Hand
Authorized School
.
Used In Public Schools. .
.

LIVERY STABLE.

i

Rtllibls HorsM, Slnflf
uIm, turrsys, Hack.

Rift,

Call up 'Phont N. I whtn In nM
ot Anythnlg In Hit Llvsry Lint.
fltstonihlt
Drlvsrs Furnish.,
.
Hats

1 czxao. clc:

JUST RECEIVED
large sample line of Carpets, Rugs and Linoleums. We take measures of rooms and halls
and do the laying. All of these goods are sold at
Eastern prices. No charge for freight.
A

Please Call and Examine Them.

.ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

REPORTS OF FIGHT
AS HEARD HERE

iCLECTIOI

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Billy Smith.

terested Listeners
Comments.

Doors
Lumber, Sash, and
MATsUAL
DHDI

ALI,

ARCTIC

The Advancing Expedition! to th
North Pole.
Cord and Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Sto
"With ihe expedition beaded by Walter Welltnan from Spitsbergen, that of
Delifered to Any
CERRILLOS
Myllua Erlchsen from Oreenlnnd and
of
Part
and HAGAN
that of Mlkkelscn from Alaska, ull advancing upon the pole this summer, InMovable
4 t)TOK AGK: Wt Haul Every thi
TKANSFB&
terest In Peary, who went north lant
Phone 35 8anU Fe.
summer and thus has a year's start of
Branch OScc a ad Yards at Cerrillvo, If. X.
them, Is becoming greater," writes P.
T. McGrath In the Chicago News from
St. John's, N. F. "Peary went north
from Newfoundland In July, 1905, In
his splendid new steamer Roosevelt
and hoped to be able to work his way
up Into the polar basin west of Greenland before navigation closed, a feat
almost accomplished by Captain Hall
in the Polaris In 1871. An open season
?5.r.O
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per tun
in the seaway there, which occurs oc5.00
Good Commercial Eaton JS'nt
casionally, enables an extreme northScreened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grata
ing to be made, and if Peary were so
favored he would be able to shorten by
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and careful attention.
some hundreds of miles the distance he
would have to cover on foot in advancing toward the pole Itself. Peury's InNo.
M.
A
F.
DFFl' E; OurtlelJ Ave., Smr A., T. S. Depot. 'I'houe
tentions were to send Eskimos south
from his ship to Cope Sabine this summer with news of his progress. The
Scotch whalers which left Dundee In
May for Davis strait took letters for
No. 49 him
In ease their cruise carried them
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of so far north. They were also authorised to take aboard and convey south
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
nny dispatches which might be lodged
WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
CATALOG IS FREE.
there from him.
BROCK & FEAGANS,
"Cape Sabine is, so to speak, the
CAL.
LOS
ANGELES,
FOURTH & BROADWAY
last accessible outpost in the north. In
addition to the Scotch whalers, the
Newfoundland sealer Adventure, which
has been chartered by the dominion
government for patrol service In Hudson bay and will proceed there in July,
will also go to Cape Sabine and should
reach there about the middle of August. Peary's friends hove requested
that the Adventure make a special
search there for records from him,
and as these are always deposited beneath a cairn In Lifeboat cave, the
w
scene of the Greely tragedy In 1884, it
r
Is certain that any papers which may
PAcmc
be sent south by him will be recovered and the fact probably communicated to the world from the Marconi
station ou Labrador. It Is thus highly probable that toward the end of that
month some news of him will be learned by the world.
"It Is barely possible that with exThis handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Ortreme good fortune he may have forced
his ship so far up that he has achieved
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carrie through
his aim and got, if not to the pole Itsleepers Los Angeles to Chicago an! intermediate points. Direct
self, at nny rate beyond the farthest
connections made for all points North, Eas: and Southeast.
point 8H degrees 33 minutes reached
by any previous explorer the Duke of
Abruzxl, who advanced that far In
N
FAST
TAKE
1900.
On the other hand, the prospect Is that he may have to spend a
TRAIN.
THE.
second year there, working Into the
w
polar basin this summer and pushing
TRAIN
poleward next winter and spring over
SCHEDULE
the mighty floes which stretch to the
y
EQUIPMENT
M
apex of the globe. Peary's most formidable opponent will be Weliman, with
W
Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p ni. Mountain Time
y his airship."
M
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Jewelers
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Fot schedules, rates and other in forma lion, call
R. W. CUKTIS,
Bovthweitern Fastenger Aent,
... II PABO,

th

on

K.

h

or tddress,

a

P. ToasTM.

f

Gn. Passenger

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teias.
y

Dills,

i

Agent,
Texas.
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Mishap of an Antomoblllat.
An English automoblllst, C. S. Rolls,
tells of the things that have happened
to him: "I have burnt my boiler out
three times on a steam car, I was once
stuck in a deep flood and had to hall a
punt, once bad to be practically dug
out of a bog, was once stuck for want

of a match for over three hours with
my burners out, the longest distance I
have had to walk for petrol was In
France twelve miles; have three times
had a passenger fall off a racing car
moving at a fair speed without being
killed, once had a horse and cart on
race ran
top of me. In the
into a tree at seventy miles an hour,
twice been overturned, once had my
head mashed In by a starting handle,
have twice run away completely down
bill forward and two or three times
backward, once upset an apple cart in
the Strand, and twice had my car burnt
Paris-Vienn- a

SPECIAL
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up"
Now. Then, Who's Who!
In his speech at the Royal academy's
annual banquet Mr. Kipling said that
every writer has hope, or has had hope,
that through him a miracle with words
would be wrought. "And why not? If a
tinker lu Bedford Jail, if a pamphleteer-tnshopkeeper pilloried In London, if a
muzzy Scotsman, If a despised German
Jew or a condemned French thief or an
English admiralty official with a taste
for letters can be miraculously afflicted
with the magic of the necessary words,
why not any man at any time?" So
Mr. Kipling. Now, then, young ladies
and gentlemen, let us see bow much
you know about the famous writers.
The tinker Is easy, but who were the
pamphleteering shopkeeper, the muzzy
Scotsman and the rest?
Harper's
g

Weekly.

In-

A large crowd of local sports gathereJ
In this city Monday,
where reports of the big battle, by
rounds were being received. Consid-

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Car
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cam
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars

in

Cars Kent Fresn ami cool oy

uric Fans

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed

Be
H. C. POST,
G. W. F

m tiniti

ti

erable money changed hands. The result of the fight was a disappointment, as all looked for a knockout
from one or the other of the pugilists.
As clever work on the part of either
the crowds
fighter wa
reported,
cneered, according as they were betting. In one of the hotels, standing
apart from the enthusiastic throng,
gathered to hear the reports from the
ring side was "Billy" Smith, now deputy United States marshal, but once
champion middle weight of the United
States, and the hero of many well
fought battles In the ring, both at
home and auroad. While apparently
not greatly Interested, the
caught every word, as each report was read and paused to comment on each round, to a little group
of friends gathered around hlra.
"It's a good fight a good fight," ho
said approvingly, as round after round
pulled off without, anything to Indicate who was to be the winner.
"Those first rounds were sure tough "
he added, as the reports
told, or
rough work on the part of both men.
".'d like to see that scrap you bet."
When the rounds mounted well up
Into the thirties some one remarked
that It would soon be over.
"Can't tell a thing about It," said
the
trainer and referee.
"Went fifty-twrounds myself once,
and then the battle was called off because it was Sunday morning. We
took It" up, on Monday and I won in
eight rounds. You can't, always tell."
"Round 40," yelled a man who wa?
reading off the reports to the crowd.
Smith listened attentively.
"It's simply a case of who gets in
the punch now,", he said. "Both men
are pretty well tired out. Gans can
hit Nelson any old time he wants to
yet, he's got the science but he hasn't
?ot the punch now. He can't hit hard
enough. He's saving himself that's
his second's work. He's telling him
to use nis head. Next round will be
all Nelson's way. That minute's rest
Is a big thing. I've seen the time,
though, when it didn't seem like fifteen
seconds to me. Gans has sprained his
ankle? Can't tell about that. He may
be shamming. I've gone groggy myself and then took a brace and landed a coupfle of good stiff ones when
the other man thought he had me."
"Forty second round Gans wins on
"Shuck-,,- "
foul," yelled the reader.
said the
"It's a shame
for a battle like that to end on a foul.
Well they'll meet again. Both of 'em
are tired out, too bail, too bad, I'm going to bed now." '
o

Palace.
Mrs. Mary Foster Bryner, Peoria,
Illinois; Elmer E. Veeder, Las Vegas; Miss F. E. Ounson, Broughton,
England; Mrs. H. M. Bylngton, Washington; Richard Dunn, Las Vegas.
Claire.
F. H. Pierce, Las Vegas; M, H.
Nichols, Denver; Mrs. Todd and family, Laguna; J. A. Wood, Golden; I.
E. Sweet, Denver; Mrs. M. Requa,
Golden; Charles E. Dagnette, Albuquerque; J. H. Kirkland, Pnoenlx, Arizona; Alexander Read, Tierra Amaril-la- ;
William Canfield, Wlllard; George
M. Gibson, San Francisco; L. E.
Les Vega?; W. J. Kenwood,
Denver; T, W. Swlley Atlanta; H. D.
Winsor. Miss Ruth WInsor, Cowles.
Normandie.
J. L. Markley, Muskogee; Mr. and
Mrs. Edgar Andrews, Bonanza; R. W.
Lewis, Socorro; Mrs. H. B. Wiley,
Silverton; F, G. Blake, Coyote; S. C.
McCummings, Denver; W. P. Ranney,
Oklahoma; Ventura Baros, Galisteo,
Coronado.
D. J. Stone, Carthage, Missouri.
Curt-righ-

t,

WAS A VERY SICK BOY.
Colic,
But Cured By Chamberlain's
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
"When my boy was two years old
he had a very severe attack of bowel
complaint, but by the use of Chamber-tain'- s
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
Remedy we brought him out all right,"
says Maggie Hiclcox, of Midland,
Mich. This remedy can be depended
upon In the most severe cases. Even
cholera infantum Is cured by it. Follow the plain printed directions and
For sale by all
a cure is certain.

J.

&

F.

1700

H. GINET,

T. P.

A.

Stout Street, Denver,

JR.,

Colo,
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-

collections in all part,
ANTHONY
413
TOPEKA,

...

P.WILSON, Atiornay.
Kansas Avenue,
.

KANSAS.

Matins
Tito Duran,
Francisco Brlto. all of Santa Fe, New
Mexico
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Reeister.

Bon Ton

great-chang-

d,

FOR RENT Furnished
Montezuma Avenue.

124

rooms,

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on ;he reliable firm, Hughes
Office west side Of Plaza.
& Delgado.
FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the El Paso & Southwestern in eastern New Mexico. Stock
$15,000, to $20,000. Fine opportunity
for right party. Can explain good
reason for selling. Locailily healthiest in New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper.
23 skiiloo badge;
23 FOR YOURS!
Amprica's craze saying; very neat an'l
attractive; made of gold and German
silver; can be worn on coat lapels or
scarf pin; send for free sample anil
agent's outfit; fast seller at resorts
and baseball games. Defiance Co.. i5
West Broadway, N. Y.

Oyster season is

here at

the Bon

Ton.
LOW fiATES TO SANTA FE, N.

M

via banta Fe Railway.
From Denver Clorado Springs and
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
at one fares for the round trip. Dates
August 7, 1421, 23, 24, 28; September
3, 18, 25, 27, 28, 29; October 2, 0, 16,
limit 30 days from date of sale. For
particulars inquire of any agent, Santa
Fe.
G. H. DON ART,

Agent, Santa Fe,

N. M.

THE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING.
During the summer time, when the
heat seems to take all the "tuck" out
of you, then is when a nice, cool drink
of Dr. Lauritzen's Health Table Malt
will revive your drooping spirits, tone
up your system and make you feel
like a new person.
H. S. KAUNE & CO.
Phone 26.
CITY BOTTLINO WORKS, Phone 38.
Fat oysters for thin people at the
Bon Ton.

Pain From a Burn Promptly Relieved
By Chamberlain's Pain Balm.
A little child of Michael Strauss, of
Vernon, Conn., was recently In great
pain from a burn on the hand, and as
cold applications only Increased the
Inflammation, Mr. Strauss came to Mr.
James N. Nichols, a local merchant,
for something to stop the pain. Mr.
Nichols Bays: "I advised him to use'
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and tSie
first application drew out the Inflammation and gave immediate relief.
I have used this liniment myself and
recommend it very often for cuts,
burns, strains and lame back, and
have never known It to dlsappoirft."
For sale by all druggists.
'

Our "Want" Column Is popular,

fnrow'n up Oh 'g5ore, there T9aTTiTUe"
doubt that Diaz bad made good bis esNevertheless the steamer on Its
cape.
Description of a Banquet In tbe arrival at Vera Cruz was
rigorously,
Una's Palace,
minutely searched in vaiu. Still the
A correspondent of the London Times
comandante of the port surrounded
who accompanied the grand lama of
the vessel while in harbor with boats
Tibet ou bis recent return to that counmanned by soldiers to preclude all pos
months
some
of
an
absence
after
try
sibility of his escape. But he escaped
in
lama's
the
thus describes the feasting
nevertheless. Afler having been for
:
palace lu honor of the occasion
seven days and nights sewn up, half
"Proceedings began with what had suffocated, in a sofa seat In the
purser's
all the appearance of a blessing, excabin, where be bad again and again
cept that each person brought a presbeen sat upon by the officers who were
ent, which tbe lama touched and an atsearching for him, he contrived, in the
took
The
of.
tendant
prespossession
of a sailor, to pass undetected
disguise
ents consisted of silver shoes worth
the cordon of blockading boats.
through
about $50, vessels of various precious
metals, rolls of silk, cloth and similar
Lava riant Cored Congh.
articles. When all the gifts had been
"Professor Rlggs, I see, advises peobanded over the Inevitable tea was
to chew lava as a panacea for all
brought lu. The lama had a huge gold- ple remarked a Providence
woman
ills,"
en pot, studded with turquoises, all to
who travels widely.
"I cannot vouch
himself. Attendants passed among the
for the theory that lava would be a
seated lamas and filled the wooden
for all Ills, but I can vouch
cups which tbe latter produced from panacea
a plant or shrub
tbe bosoms of their capacious robes. that it possesses
In the lava
For us four there were a special teapot which grows very near or
In It for
has
a
that
curative
property
drinkChinese
bowls.
as
But
and
for
a
A few years since, while recough.
ing, we knew better. We took a blow
at tbe surface to slide the rancid but-- : turning from Vesuvius to our hotel In
ter off tbe top, made a sucking noise Naples, I was annoyed and afflicted
with our mouths and then handed back with a constant cough which notblng
seemed to relieve. Tbe coachman, a
the enps, sufficiently nauseated, withdiout drinking, by the smell of the tea native, in our employ, seeing the
his
and, picklemma,
carriage
stopped
alone. Next came the distribution of
a few stems from the shrub, gave It
tbe fruit and sweetmeats, of which we ing
to me as a sure remedy for my cough.
received an ample share.
did prove a panacea and
"Then tbe great doors of tbe hall It certainly
this same
were thrown open and there poured in worked like magic. Perhaps
the lava, may possess
a horde of struggling humanity that plant, grown by
some of tbe constitutents that Prorushed at great stacks of Tibetan bread
claims for the lava. The
a crisp, brown substance, fried In fessor Rlggs
hated lava may yet become a friend,
butter and very palatable in a cold
of the physician and a benefit to the
climate. The bread was on tables In
buman race." Providence Journal,
broad piles six feet high. With desperate fury the poor of the city fell on
The Demand For Aluminium.
this provision of tbe gods and crammed
of aluminiThere la a
the brittle stacks Into sacks and bos- um In the great scarcity
world today. The reason
oms, punching their receptacles when'
Is that tbe automobile manufacfull to make room for more. They given
turers use this metal In the machinery
fought like cannibals for the bread and of the
thus
the amount
stole from each other when they could. used cars,more increasing
than any other single
far
And all the while tbe llctors of tbe road
Industry. The supply of aluminium
were among them, lashing with their comes
from only four sources In the
butts
tbe
whips, prodding with
heavy
hence the amount Is limited to
world;
and striking with their fists. 'One man a
extent. The chief of these
very
great
had two sacks, and, though beaten un- sources is
represented
by the Pitts-- '
mercifully, be continued until both burg Reduction company at Niagara
wen full and then retired under a rain Falls. In Great Britain there is the
,
of blows.
British Aluminium company, whose
"Next came a religious controversy
Is at the Falls of Foyers, and on!
plant
two
These
hitched
monks.
between
tbe continent of Europe there are the1
up their clothes, slapped their hands Neuhausen works in Switzerland and'
together, stamped their feet, looking works In Germany.
for a verbal opening just as a pugilist
looks for a chance to get In with his
FACTS FROM FRANCE.
left One represented Satan and the
other some sacred personage, the disEsperanto Is to be taught to the cacussion dealing with the birth of Budcollege of
dha. Satan said Buddha was born dets at the French military
'
with red trousers, after which sally St. Cyr.
In consequence of the Increasing
be went into loud roars of laughter,
which drowned the Indignant reply of abuse of opium Its sale In France harbis opponent. The saint then declared bor cities has been forbidden.
A boy of twelve In the custody of the
that Satan had a tall, whereat every
monk in tbe room laughed delightedly. Paris police told them that it Is their
And so the two kept at It for about business to find out his name and ad
half an hour. When Satan looked a dress.
winner all over the controversy was
The 'French people are the greatest
declared closed and tbe saint the vi- consumers of cheap wine in the world.
ctoranother Injustice to tbe devil."
It is used more generally than milk In
tbe United States. Even the little chilHow Dlu Escaped,
dren drink it. The public schools give
Porflrto Dlai, seven times president it to the pupils. The servants insist on
of Mexico, has had soma wonderful ad- the dally allowance for wine.
ventures. Most amaslng of all was his
Yellow spectacles for weak eyes were
escape from his opponents' clntches on recommended by Dr. Motals In a paper
the steamship City of Havana. A be read before the Academy of Medisplash as of a man overboard was cine at Paris. The doctor declares that
hoard by tha ship's watch at night and yellow is very soothing to weak eyes
Disc was at one sought for and miss- and that for fifteen years he bus preed, while a ship's life buoy was mlss-ltu- r scribed glasses of this color with, exalso. As It was found a llttU later cellent results.
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restaurant for best oysters. We print the news the day it

If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican "ad."
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Antonio Garcia.

com-binin-

and preparing them so that they build up and strengthen
of
the
make it the greatest of all tonics. S. S. S. is nature's
body,
part
every
remedy PURELY VEGETABLE and while it is restorinc the lost anoe- n
tite, overcoming that tired,
feeling, and other ailments common to Spring, which
warn us that it is necessary to take a tonic, it is purifying the blood of all poisons and waste
matters so that it can supply to the system the strength and nourishment it needs to keep it
in perfect condition during the depressing summer months that are to follow."
Spring is the season when most every
an effort to pull through the day.
one needs a tonic. It is nature's time for
I
used S. S. 8. quite extensively and unhesitatingly
have
and
as everything
renewing and changing;
reoommend It as the best blood purifier and tonio made.
rises
in
the
on
new
life,
vegetation, I am a maohlnist by trade and at one time my system was
sap
puts
the earth thaws out from its winter freezes, so run down that by 10 o'olook every day I would be comexhausted, and it was with the greatest effort that
and all respond to Spring's call to purge Ipletely
oould pull through the balanoe of the day. Sinoe taking
S. S S., however, all this has
and purify themselves, there is a
disappeared. I am a strong,
man, abundantly able to do my day's work, my
also takes place in our bodies. The vigorous
appetite has been whetted up so that I oan eat anything,
blood endeavors to throw off the poisons and my sleep is sweet'and refreshing, and I know further jthat
it
has purified my blood and put It In good oondltion.' I
accumulations which have formed in the oannot
speak too highly of your great remedy, 8. 8. 8.
system, and been absorbed by it, from the 817 W. Broad St., Columbus, O. A. B. MONTGOMERY.
inactive winter life, and calls upon every
SHE FOUND IT THE BEST SPRING TONIO.
member to assist in the elimination. The
two oocasions I have used S. 8. 8. In the spring with
system is often unequal to the struggle, the fineOnresults,
I oan heartily reoommend It as a tonio and,
appetite grows fickle, the energies give way, blood purifier. I was troubled with headache, indigestion
liver troubles, whloh all disappeared under the use of
the spirits are depressed, and a general run- and
S. S. S. My appetite, whioh (was poor, was greatly
down condition is the result.
helped, I oan eat anything I want now without fear of Indigestion, and my blood has been thoroughly cleansed of
Then the body must have assistance
all
and made rloh and strong again. As a tonio
it must be strengthened and aided by a tonic, andimpurities
blond purifier it is all you olaim for it.
771 E. Main St., Springfield, O.
MRS. Q. WIEGEL.
and S. S. S. is the ideal one. Beiutr made
herbs
and
from
it
does
roots,
barks,
entirely
tonics on the market,
not disagreeably affect the system in any way as do most of the
which contain Potash or some other harmful" mineral ingredient to derange the stomach and
digestion, unfavorably affect the bowels, pr otherwise damage the health. S. S- S. tones up
the stomach and digestion and assists in the assimilation of food; it rids the system of that
worn-ou- t
always-tirefeeling, and imparts vigor and toue to every part of the body. It reestablishes the healthy circulation of the blood, .stimulates the sluggish organs, and calms
the unstrung nerves which make one feel that he is on the verge of prostration. S. S. S.
gives an appetite and relish for food that nothing else does, and by its use we can find our
selves with as hearty, hungry an appetite in Spring as at any other season.
It acts more promptly and gives better and more lasting results than any other remedy,
and is absolutely safe because of its vegetable purity. Dyspeptic, irritable, nervous, debilitated people will find S. S. S. is just the medicine that is needed for the purification of
the blood, which, from its diseased or impure condition, is causing their trouble, as well as
for toning up and helping the entire sj'stem. When you take your tonic this Spring do not
experiment, but get the best the tonic with forty years of success behind it, and the one
endorsed by the best people all over the country Si 5. S,, THE QREATESTJOF ALL
TONICS. It is necessary at this time, wheu the system is depleted and weakened at every
point, that the right remedy be used one that is especially adapted to the condition, and
S. S. S. has proved itself to be this remedy for many years. If it is taken at the first sign
of Spring the system will be so built up and strengthened that the disagreeable affections of
'
the seafon will not be felt as warmer weather comes on.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, OA.

Oysters again at the Bon Ton.

CAN SELL
Your Real Estate or Business
where they obtain a most magnificent
No Matter Where Located
reception. Among the latest acquisi- Properties and Business of all kinds
tions of the great transatlantic collect- sold quickly for cash In all parte of the
or, Pierpont Morgan, who has not only United St tea. Don't wait. Write tothe means of buying everything, but day describing what you have to eell
the taste to choose well, are some ad- and give cash price on same.
mirable Ivories of the middle ages from
IF YO' WANT TO BUY
the splendid collection of Baron Albert any kind of Business or Real Estate
Oppenhelm of Cologne. Paris Figaro.
anywhere, at any price, write me your
I can save you time
requirements.
Dresden's Do( Bath.
and money.
At Dresden a new bath for dogs has
.
DAVID P. TAFF,
been opened for the convenience of
' THE LAND MAN.
not
the time to
415 Kansas Avenue,
busy people who have
look after the cleanliness of their own TOPEKA,
KANSAS.
pets. Dogs are left at the bath by
men on their way to business, and durH. E. No. 4917.
ing the day they are kept in kennels,
NOTICK FOB PUBLICATION.
cared for, given a wash and a good
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTKRIOR.
rub down, clipped if necessary and rel.nud Office at Santa Fe. N. It.
turned to their master when the day's
6.
Auprii'1
work Is done.
Notice la hereby vlvrn that Epitaeln Rrlto
his filed
Garcia,
Julio
w'dowof
de Garcia
notice of her Intention to make final proof
In support of hi claim, vlei Homestead
Entry So. 4917 made for the W NW H Sec,
U, Township 18 N . Ranxe 10 E. and that sold
The
the Register and
proof will be made before M.
on September
Receiver, at Santa Fe, N.
American
13 1906
She ramen the following witnesses to
Collection
prove her continuous residence upon, and
No fee charged
unless col ectlon
Is made. We make
of the U. S.

The ingredients that enter into S. S. S. and the method of

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Mr. Morgan's Ivorlea.
Little by little our most precious
works of art are going to America,

Agency.

v"iVl1

at the bar rooms

iruggists.

missouri Paciiic Railway
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SHORT STORY
Bolen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., t.t the junc-

Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.

lectlng
East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Oalvestoi and
points East to San Francisco, Io Angles, El Paw sn.3
Old Mexico.
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Hoehaska, it's
"Suffering Moses!
'heads I win, tails you lose,' plnyin'
poker with you these days. I rung In
Ave Jacks on you that hand an' you
never turned a hair. What's up?"
' The
cowboy pushed back and regarded his silent companion quizzically.
The Indian glanced over his shoulder, laid a tine, slender hand upon the
table and, leaning forward, whispered:
"Burnt Bear runs bis spotted pony In
the races next week."
The cowboy nodded, stooping to tighten a spur leather.
"Keep your long green, pard," he
said, with bent head. "I was just
them last three gumes. Well?
The old chief runs bis spotted pony lu
the races and the gal is up here turnln'
Hochuska's heart to water Is that the

gay, now!

They

whooped

you off to

the effete east and pumped good learn-iInto you till you've got books whipped to a standstill and you can doctor
a sick hawse to beat any man between
the Pecos and the Misslssip but common sense you're short on."
"The reason's plain 'nough, pardner,
The old man's out after the coin.
You've got to bid up. You're sure a
good looker and you're a plumb gentleman, Hoehaska 1ist the
I'd make a grab at if I was a Sioux
chief with a pretty daughter to marry
off."

'

"I have offered him all I have-ana
mortgage on mv future. Nothing will
do."
"Somebody else is biddln' higher," reiterated the cowboy.
"Or he thinks
they will."
"Ally would come to me," said the
Indian desperately. "It is not as it was
before. Matlock's wife was living then.
He may hold out hopes of a marriage
to Burnt Hear."
The cowboy was up and ready to depart now. "If that there spotted pony
should go lame, Chaska," he remarked,
"they hain't a man but you that could
doctor it and the race cumin' on next
week, if such should happen I reckon
you could name your price."
An eager fire leaped into the Indian's
somber eyes. "I could," he answered.
"But no such thing will happen. Burnt
Bear sleeps with the pony's stake rope
to his wrist."
"Don't you be too sure," remonstrated
the cowboy. "I've got money up on
that cayuse, an' I'm mighty uneasy
that he's about to get some sort o' complaint In his right hind foot. The old
man knows I'm bettln' heavy on bis
hawseflesh an' blin an' me Is great pals
we're thlcker'n thieves. So long,
Chaska."
He stepped to the front of the blacksmith shop, swung into the saddle and
disappeared.
All day long the young Indian served
his customers and attended to his usual
duties with ay air of preoccupation.
He guessed what simple trick his cow
puncher friend had in mind. If the
game went through successfully, would
the father pay the price?
Crowds were gathering for next
week's races and business was brisk,
for this scientific blacksmith and veterinarian of their own race who had
learned his trade among the white men
was a prime favorite.
The forge fire had died down to a
smoldering red eye and the young
blacksmith sat half asleep before his
door when a stealthy sound from the
steep slope behind his cabin roused
hhn. It differed not at all from a
hundred other small night sounds which
had preceded It, yet he was suddenly
broad awake and listening. It came
again. He sprang to his feet. Once
more and he was walking rapidly toward the precipitous path which led up
to bis spring.
Within ten paces of the bushes which
concealed It he baited. Out of those
bushes soundlessly moved the shadowy form of a man leading a pony.
"How do?" said the newcomer, and
Hoehaska recognized the voice of Burnt
Bear.
In the tongue which was common to
them both the old chief stated, with
the frankness of despair, that the spotted pony had gone suddenly lame.
"I have watched him as though he
were my child," he declared. "And
now tonight I find his right hind foot
Is lame. Have you a quick cure? I
care not If In the end it kills the pony,
so that be be not lame when the race
It run, for If be does not win this race
I, Burnt Bear, must walk back to our
people stripped and destitute."
The young smith drew up and folded
his arms. He saw that something melodramatic was expected of him. He
was to play the big medicine man. If
Billy had only done bis part and not
overdone it and this lameness were not
actual be could carry out the trick.
"I have," he said. "I have a bottlo
of medicine 10 strong and valuable that
I bave never used it upon the ponies of
these common Indians nor even on the
horses of the white men. Whatever
lamed your spotted pony, this medicine
will cure blm. But I must bave my
price."
"Cure first, pay after," said the old
Indian sententlously.
The lover gathered courage from tat

with alleys 80 feet

shaile trees; public school hnuoe, coating $16,000; church-

by Kuby Douglas

Indian looked over his
shoulder before he nodded.
"He has her up at the agency," he
"You know Mulburst out fiercely.
lock! It was Mullock before. What
chance has a decent Indian girl as pretty as Ally wiih a father like she's got
and that beast around?"
"Hoehaska,"
began the cowboy,
"you're a fool hold on! Don't you git

street,
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wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
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er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; thTee
tels, restaurants, etc.,
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for wool, flour, wheat, wine, lieans and hay in Central NVf
Merieo.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad

light.

the way you keep your bar"This
gains, you old renegade, Is ItV Mallock
snarled, pointing to where the lovers
stood hand In hand.
"I make a new bargain." returned
Burnt Bear Imperturbably. "I make
any bargain when my pony go lame."
Mallock's loosely hanging bands
clinched themselves into fists. Rage
seemed to overpower caution. "Nine
Spot lame? Who lamed him?" Looking about and receiving no answer, he
went, on in a louder, more confident
tone: "Who lamed Nine Spot?" he Inquired hotly. "I'm here to prove that
Uocbaska slipped in and lamed the
beast to get even with you about Ally,
and now you give blm your daughter
to cure it. Burnt Bear, you're nine
sorts of a fool!"
It Is not courteous or even safe to tell
a Sioux chief that be is as much as
one sort of plain, unqualified fool.
Burnt Bear started for Mallock, and
the Englishman began to explain how
be had seen Hoehaska tying a horsehair around Nine Spot's pastern to produce the lameness.
Burnt Bear halted uncertainly. It
was apparent that be had been tricked
by some one, and when he felt sure
of the culprit there would be a reckonIs
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band" fu" fils own pocket" prepared "lo
do n like service at the time be discovered Mallock playing the trick
A Sea Lullaby.
ahead of him.
"Here's your pony lamer, Burnt Bear
little mermaldens are blinking
take him." And with a sudden un- THE their eyes,
catfish is purring away,
expected jerk the cowboy flung MalThe moonflah in slowly beginning to
lock almost into Burnt Bear's arms.
rise
"Bless you, my children," he conAnd the dogfish commencing to bay,
cluded, turning to Hoehaska and the The starfishes twinkle far down In the
to
down
"I'll
and
deep,
Casey's
girl.
skip
The sea horse has gone to his stall.
take some good bets on the pony. MalSo sleep you, my baby; oh, slumber and
lock has done spread the news that
sleep,
Nine Spot's gone dead lame, and we
For drowsiness covers us all.
stand to make good money if It don't
get out too soon that Hoehaska has Oh, down in the sea all the shadows now
creep,
fured him."
And the shadowy shad will supply us

Jane's Caution.
"Jane is so suspicious."
"What has Jane done now?"
"She thinks the postmaster invariably reads all her letters, so she puts
'Personal' and 'Private' on each one
of them." New Orleans
Conclusive Evidence.
"My huabsud says he Is not afraid of
horses," said the visitor.
"Bow fortunate!" answered young
Mrs. Torkins. "That shows that he
in't play them."
Lover'a Scheme.
London bad recently a novelty in a
breach of promise suit or at any rate
In the evidence Introduced. The young
people, ha ring arranged to get married exactly 110 weeks from their engagement, kept tally of the time by
threading 110 squares of cardboard on
a piece of string and taking one off
and throwing It away every Sunday
evening. This Is a decided improvement upon the schoolboy's plan of ths
number of days to the holidays, with
one day crossed out every ulght. Incidentally It may help the assessment of
damages If a breach results. In this
Instance nlnetyniue squares had been
removed when all was over, and ?625
was claimed and awarded.
A

Conking With Grade Oil.
One of the finest hotels on the Pacific
coast is cooking by means of thick
crude oil which is burned with the aid
of superheated steam. The burners
were placed in the bard coal ranges
previously In use and also In twelve
large ovens. The oil has been used for
three months past, says the Hotel
World, with mighty satisfactory results and at a saving over coal which
will amount to $5,000 a year.

with more,
And the drumflsh Is muffled in dream
drumming deep,
And the oyster reclines on his oyster-moo- r.

The sea cow is mooing out over the bars,
The whale has been whaling its child
For asking the garfish to smoke some
cigars
And waxing the seal till 'twas wild,
The porpoise Is poising Itself for a drift,
The skate Is up north on the Ice.
So sleep you, my baby, while wavelets
will lift
Your cradle In swaylngs so nice.

Patent la Canada.

During the first year of a patent
granted In Canada the pantentee may
Import the article Into the Dominion
ready made. Within two years be must
either begin the manufacture of his device In Canada or arrange that Canadian Importers may bring In tbe article
on terms as advantageously as though
It were made there.

The Mexican Central lias recentlj
placed oti sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
'SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TOitRANCE
thence via the famous Ward Steaai-shiLine to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to Kl FA8T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT aFBVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLr
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its m- afamous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, can tie made for $122.50. A
I
more delightful trip can not be
r
as
are
planned,
privileges
allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the datp of salo. The
trip Includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America."
Further Information can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, Kl
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
slstant General Passenger Agent, City

Santa Fe Central Railway System.

-- Wilbur D. Nesbit In Judge.
At

the

GATEWAY.
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of Mexico.

PLC

If you cannot afford to pay fur u
dally paper, subscribe for the Weeklj
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It is a
good paper to send to your friends.

Oh, down in the sea all the haddock have
had
If you want anything on earth
With the herring a hair raising romp on
a New Mexican "ad."
the floor,
And they sleep In the shade of the shadowy shad,
While the oyster reclines on his oystor-moo- r!

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Zoo,

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge
1, A. F. & A. M.

No
Regu

lar communication firs'
of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
Monday

p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS. W. II.
ALAN U. McCORD, Cecy.
Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
1,
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:30
.

ARTHUR

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grinds Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

m.

Mrs. Farmley (pointing to the giraffe
zoological gardens) Oh, just
look! What animal is that?
Mr. Farmley-Wh- at?
That is an ostrich.
Mrs. Farmley An ostrich! Then
where are Its feathers?
Mr.
Farmley
(contemptuously)
Don't betray your ignorance, Maria.
Don't you know that ostriches molt
at this time of the year?

Santa Fe Cotnmandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
I f
mf
month at Masonic Hall at
: .10 p. in.
W. R. GRIFFIN, B. C.
W. II. KENNHDY, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Anclont and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLIS FRANKLIN BASLEY.8J.
Venerable Master.
SllukinK to Etiquette.
"At last we shall have a chance," PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
said Mrs. Newcomb, "to get acquainted
I. O. O. F.
with the Snlplclghs."
"How?" asked her husband. "Has
she finally seen fit to call on you?"
Sauta Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. F
"No, but they're going to build a new meets every Thursday evening In Odd
and bigger house across the street from Fellowi' Hall, San Francisco street
the one they occupy now, and when Visiting brothers welcome.
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
tbey go there to live I can call because
etiquette gives the ones that live anyDAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
where the right to call first on others
that just move in, you know," Town
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,
and Country.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Wisdom.
Regular meeting every first
Pythias,
"You say you have confidence in tbe
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
wisdom of that statesman?"
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
"Yes."
Francisco street.
"It's my opinion that he holds dan- Odd Fellows, San
a eordlal and
gerous views, but refrains from ex- Visiting Knights given
fraternal welcome.
them."
pressing
PAUL A. F. WALTBR, C. O.
"It is In not expressing them that he
K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
JOHN
shows his wisdom." Washington Star.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
A

Dr.

Lottery.

this prescription;
B. P. O. E.
It will either kill or cure you.
Patient But suppose It kills me?
Santa Fe Lodt,e, No. 40, B. P. O. .,
Doctor Phaker Nothing ventured,
Its regular session on tbe secon
wide
motto
"No
Is,
nothing gained. My
cure,
no pay," so I'm taking a chance as well and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
as you. New Orleans
NORMAN L. KINO, 1. K.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
A Fantasr Floored.
Scribbs I'm getting up a fetching
article on "How Men Carry Their Umbrellas."
FRATERNAL UNION.
Mrs. Scribbs-H- uhl
Men don't carry
Fe Lodge, No. 269, Fraternal
Sua
their umbrellas; they lose their um- Union of America. Regular meetings
brellas and borrow other people's Chi- Brat and third Mondays In each month
cago Record-Heralat 8 o'clock p. m,, Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco street Visiting Frat
She Knew Htm,
era welcome.
He Have you nothing to say to me,
R. L. BAC. fraternal Master.
now that I. am leaving yon forever?
DAVID GONZALB8, Secy.
She Au revoir,
MAOOtl O. MONTOYA. Trees.
Phaker-Ta- ke

Times-Democra- t.

.

S. B. GRIM8HAW,
Gen. Mgr.

Asst to Pres. and
FRANK DIBERT,

3. SPITZ, H. P.
SKLIGMAN, 8ey.

Asst 8ec'y and Treas.
A. L. GRiMSHAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt
New Mexico.

J. P. LYNC,
City Freight and Pass. Agt
General Offices, Santa

aA

at the

Earache,
In case of earache do not put anyMatters hung thus in the balance for thing Int the ear except by direction
a moment.
Hoehaska tightened his of n i'hysieinii. The best way to rearm about the girl and decided to as- lieve o trache Is to heat an Iron or brick,
sume the responsibility of anything wrap It in two or three thicknesses of
onr warm water on the top,
flannel,
Billy bad done, but to keep Altamaha
when steam will at once rise. If the
now he had her.
"Hold on, hold on, my noble red enr is pinccil close to t!ie flannel the
man!" cried a cheerful voice, and a rid- steam will permeate evexypnrf of it.
er galloped up to the smithy.
o Reason to Complain.
i
"It's all right to eat Mallock, Burnt
"I should think," be said to the man
Bear," the cowboy explained as he
who was engaged to one of the twins,
leaped from saddle, "but you want to
"that It would be dreadfully annoying.
know just what you're eatln' 'lm for."
The Englishman drew back. "Don't Tbey look so much alike I don't see
bow you can avoid making mistakes."
go," urged Billy, laying a constrain"My dear sir," was the reply, "that
ing hand upon his arm. "We can't
doesn't trouble me In the least. I don't
spare you."
He turned to the three Indians, who want to avoid It. Are you so prosaic
stood regarding the white man cu- that you can't appreciate the advantage
of getting a double allowance of bliss?"
riously.
Chicago Post. ;
"Burnt Bear," he began, "you know
what I've bet on Nine Spot. I've been
Hard to Collect.
watcbin' that cayuse most as close as
Ascum Whatever became of that
you have. Tonight, before you got
around to him, I was up on the knob queer patient you were telling me about
,
where he grazes. You thought It was last spring?
Dr. Price-Pric- e
Oh, he's got a comlight enough so you. could see the
hawse from where you was down at plaint now that's giving me ,a great
the camp sottln' by the door of your deal of trouble.
Ascum Indeedl What is It?
wlcky-up- .
But there was a great big
Dr. Price-Pric-e
Why, a complaint
snake lu the grass that you couldn't
see, worming Itself along to Nine about the amount of my bill Philadelthinks to myself, phia Press.
Spot's heels, and
'Does the feller want to lave his
How She Clot Oat at It.
brains kicked out?' Then as I watches
"Didn't I hear that young Spooner
lm he nooses up a long, stout hawse-haiso fash, and slips It around the kissing you on the porch last night?"
asked her mother.
pony's hock."
"Certainly not," she replied.
"Let go of me," growled Mallock
"Are you sure?"
,
under his breath. '
"Positive." Then, as she aaw that
"An' that there snake In the grass
warn't Hoehaska," explained Billy tbe ordeal was over, she added to herwith a sigh of relief, "It was on
genially. He suppressed the further self Ilpe'-Chlcago
Post
lfl!oni6tioj) tljax tMc&jyajLA rubber tbe
ing.

The Iota offered aw in the center of the city,, well

JOHN BECKER, PfwU.it.

city in the mar future ca:mot be estimated.

fact that the price Itself was not menlie held out his hand for the
tioned,
bridlo, and Burnt Boar permitted him
to lead the pony down to the forgo lire.
It well suited the yoiiujr blacksmith
to halt in the darkness, run to the shop
for u harmless hottle of volatile oils
which would smell loud and look well.
Then, stooping, he took the slim pastern
In his hands.
The foot was hot and
throbbing. Those deft digits, warned
where to seek, cleverly Interrogated the
hair about the smallest portion of the
Joint. Ah, It was there! lie snapped
It. The relieved pony put down a grateful nose toward his shorter.
Then
with skilled movements Hoi'iiaska rubbed and kneaded the member to hasten
the Impeded circulation.
For an hour he worked thus; the dramatic values must bo preserved. Occasionally he walked the pony about,
and Us owner could see the lameness
decreasing. At the end of that time he
straightened up and said:
"Burnt Bear, your horse Is sound.
Shall I name my price?"
The old man grunted, fell the foot,
saw that the fever was nil out of it,
then, taking the bridle rein into his
hand, led the pony back and forth till
he was certuin there was no limping In
that gait. "It Is magic Indeed!" he declared, with proud generosity, then
turned, peered over his shoulder Into
the darkness of the trail and lifted his
hand sharply.
Prom where she had stood an hour or
more, motionless as the stems of the
young birch trees aboul her, there
slipped silently forward and approached him a slim, light footed Indian girl.
Impassively he motioned toward Hoehaska, and she fled to her lover.
But following her, so that one might
almost have thought it her shadow, the
form of a man eutered the circle of

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

BELEN T0WNSITE

Belen is the largest shipping point

The

LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GC
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO HELEN,
FAST

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System

r

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

r

f,

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAV1
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

price-list- ;
lie
Stamp, not over 2 J inches long
. . . . . . Each additional line on same stamp, lOo.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15o
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3 and not over S inches long. . . ,Jc
Each additional lino on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 21c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over one-hainch or fractioa.
for one line for each one-na- if
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
.Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
35o
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Band Dater
$1.60
f'ac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Ix2, 10c; 2x3. 15c; 2x3, 25c; 2x4, 35c; 3Ji6i, 50c;
One-lin-e

lf

417),

71c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

flEW HEXICAfi PRipiJSG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

i
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

EIGHT,

BAIES,

GHOCEHS,

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No.

250 San Francisco

(irocery Telephone

No.

Street,

Meat Market Telephone

.

We carry mushrooms in several sizes
Iowa concords are now In market.
in one pound
We are selling for the present at KOc and grades. The best
tins, 35 cents. They are perfect In
per basket
size, shape and color. Small cans,
one quarter pound, 15 cents. Second
CANTALOUPES.
quality, not perfect in color, and a
Nice rich, sweet cants In plentiful little
Irregular in size, one pound tins,
each.
supply, at Gc and 8
30 cents.
Third quality, pieces and
stems, one pound tins, 25 cents. Third
PEACHES.
quality, in one half pound tins, 15c.
Small size peaches at 60 cents per
MEAT MARKET.
twenty pound box, up to $1.25 for fancy
yellow stock.
We are now receiving on each Frl-day, a limited quantity of fresh oys- VEGETABLES.
ters. Also a nice assortment of fancy
Large size egg plant, each 10c. Slice fish, both eastern and California. The
them, soak In salted water and fry price ranges from 15c to 20c. We re
In batter like oysters. Sweet potatoes, ceive at our market several times per
per pound 10c. Tomatoes, per basket, week, a fine lot of corn fed beef, pork
30 cents.
and mutton. This meat is something
that it will give you pleasure to see
and to eat.
APPLES.
W'e have apples that are nice and
SPICES.
clean and smooth almost entirely free
from worms. Per pound, 5c; per box,
Most spice that is sold is of infer$1.50.
ior quality. There is little produced
that Is good enough to put under the
"Ferndell" label. Perhaps you do not
CANNED CREAM.
lor some reason the trade on can- wish to ine twice as much spice as
ned cream has grown very large the you do now. If you are getting the
Many say the ordinary kind, a change to "Ferndell"
past year or two.
quality Is the reason, others claim the will double your pleasure, and probcanned article is more convenient and ably Increase your use of these condieconomical. We can especially recom- ments. We have all sorts in cans
mend the following brands as being at 10 cents per can, except cinnamon,
very fine: Pet, in three sizes, 5, 10, the cinnamon we are compelled to get
cents. Carnation in the 15 cents for. Mixed pickling spice in
and 12
cents. bulk, four ounces for 10 cents.
20
ounce
cans, only 12
large
!

j

j

t.EVl

.

FBANCISCO

HUGHES.

DKI.UADO.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

We have soaoe choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.

Office

West fide of Plaza,

Santa Fe N.

:

:

:

:

C.

J.

W.

AKERS,

M.

N. TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried ai
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
'
to Coronado Hotel.
,

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.

Moti-loy-

a

Minor City Topics.

J

CIBSJili

BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH

MENAGERIE

Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

ALL HOTEL ACCOMODATIONS

N M

J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

.

3

SAJYTA

HQ FOR THE

SULPHUR SPIRNCS,

You'll Have to Hurry!
A lady

just from

SUNDAY SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION

Mexico arrived in

Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we bought all
she had. Corns quick and get the
first pick.

For New Mexico In Session at Santa
Fe Today Prominent Speakers
on Program.

THE ORIGINAL
OLD

:

CURIO

:

The sixth annual convention of the
Sunday School Association met this afternoon for a two
days' session in 'Santa Fe. The Presbyterian Church is the scene of the
gathering and the meeting will be in
progress until tomorrow evening.
Professor William E. Harrison delivered the address of welcome which
was responded to by C. Herbert
of Albuquerque.
A reception will be held after the
session tonight at which light refreshments will be served. The general
public Is extended a cordial Invitation to attend any and all of the sessions. A feature of the convention
this year Is addresses by Mrs.' Mary
Foster Bryner of Peoria, Illinois, a
field worker of the International Sunday School Association. Mrs. Bryner
is perfectly at home in the pulpit or
on the Tostrum. She Is an eloquent
speaker and her addresses are very
Interesting. She spoke this afternoon
on the "Spokes of the Sunday School
Wheel." She will deliver another address this evening on "The Successful
Teacher," and tomorrow afternoon Is
on the program to tell of "Practical
Plans for New Mexico." Judge John
R. McFIe, who is president of the organization te New Mexico, will deliver his annual address at the session
this evening. Allan McCord is leading the praise service, and the program is supplemented with musical
numbers.
New Mexico

STORE

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
San Francisco St.
301-30- 3

Ws Are Headquarters for the Best
sortment of

As-

n

CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-HINDIAN BLANKETS.

Opals and Turquois
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United Staea.

In-

A n

i

EADQUARTERS
Vesica.

SIS

HERD

POLAR
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BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
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St. Michael Y College
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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I..USHROOMS,

GRAPES.

CONCORD

No.

at Seagirt, New Jersey. Robert
TWO INDICTED
Gortner, the newly appointed diswill
trict
FOR MURDER
attorney,
qualify
probably
Indian Gets Thirty Dayi for Carrying
tomorrow.
Liquor to Reservation Other
Ireneo L. Chaves was appointed yes Special to the New Mexican.
Cases Taken Up.
terday afternoon by Judge McFIe as
Albuquerque, Sept. 5. In the disInterpreter Tor the Territorial Grand trict court for Valencia County at Los
The United States Court for the
Jury. ,
Lunas, the county seat, Victor Telles
First Judicial District of New Mexiand Malcolm Smith were Monday
co, which is now in session in Santa
Indicted for murder by the grand
Fe, reconvened at the court house
jury. Telles and Smith are charged
this morning at 9 o'clock, Judge John
with the murder of a Russian named
(Continued from Page Four)
R. McFIe presiding.
A. M. Bergere
Peter Slocum at Camp 5 of tho
his
of
was
at
clerk
the court,
post Miss Ada Nusbaum. of Las Vegas, American Lumber Company In the
The United States was represented by
is spending a couple of days In Santa Zunl Mountains not far from Ketner.
Assistant United States Attorney DavRanger W. E. Duley of ithe New
id ,T. Leahy. Deputy
United States Fe.
Countv Commissioner A. L, Kendall, Mexico Mounted Police, did gond
Marshals W. It. Forbes, H. F. Bogh,
work iu arresting the criminals. The
nnd "Billy" Smith were in attendance. of Cerrillos, was in the city today at
victim
at the hands of the two murthe
of
a
In the case of Lorenzo Trujlllo, a tending
special meeting
was found face downward n
derers
San Juan Indian, who was arrested board.
a hay stack with bis head fearfully
for carrying liquor unlawfully Into
L. Bradford Prince re
by heavy blows from a
the Jlrarllla reservation, the defend- turned yesterday from Los Lunas, crushed
instrument.
Telles and Smith
blunt
as
offense
ant p'uad guilty to the
where he went on legal business, and were
arrested on circumstantial evi
charged. Ho admitted having taken left today for his ranch near Espandence and finally the former confessed
whiskey Into the reservation with the ola.
that he took part In the murder. It
Intention of soiling it, but denied that
B. F. Morris, merchant and post- Is believed that Slocum was killed
in
of
this
of
had
it
been
disposed
any
master at Santa Cruz, Is In the city while he was asleep. He was also
way. He was sentenced to thirty days as a
witness before the United States robbed at the time. Ielay In InvesIn the United States jail and to pay
Grand Jury, and while here Is a guest tigating the matter of ifche way Slon fine of $1 and costs. Another San
at the home of Leo Hersch.
cum met his death was broken by a
Juan Indian was taken Into custody
Leo Hersch and little daughter, complaint made by the Russian govfor the same offense, and his case
The regular September
will be tried later on. A warrant was Josephine, have returned after a so ernment.
issued for a third Indian but this last journ of three weeks at Pagosa term of the district court for ValenSprings. Mr. Hersch went there to cia County convened
Monday mornone escaped into Colorado.
with Judge Ira A.
I.os
Lunas
at
recent
his
after
and
ing
recuperate
Illness,
two
In
Demurrers were argued
the
cases against Jose R. Lucero, charged comes back feeling as chipper as ever, Abbott presiding. The court quickly
Hon. Jose Ines Roybal, of Nambe, empanelled the grand Jury and apwith making a fraudulent affidavit In
a pension claim. Judge McFIe over- a member of the Board of County Com- pointed Miguel Chaves of Jarales as
ruled In one of the cases and has missioners, attended the special meet- foreman. The only true bills so far
taken the other under advisement. ing here this afternoon which was returned by the jury is the one against
The case against Jose M. Medina, who held for the purpose of naming the Telles and Smith. Deputy Clerk HarIs charged with
making false jurat boards of registration, and Judges and ry Owen and Interpreter Nestor
will
return
later.
Upon
was set for hearing this afternoon at boards of registration, of the fall electheir arrival at Los Lunas the petit
A .demurrer to the indict-- , tion.
2 o'clock.
jury will be empanelled and the trial
m en t. returned was filed but It was
of jury cases will commence.
overruled by the court.
In the cases of the United States
vs. Maxlmlllano Tafoya and Cruz
MARKET REPORT.
Continued from Page Five.)
Pacheco, United States vs. Ignacio
Martinez and Sabina Sanchez, and the
A marriage license was Issued today
MONEY AND METALS.
United States vs. Juan Ollvas and Viron call strong
ginia Benavidez, alias Brown, alias by Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo to
17510 per
Money
White, the defendants waived formal Miss Sofia Nleto, of Golden, aged 18 cent.
arraignment and entered pleas of not years, and Vicente Guiterrez, of San
Prime mercantile paper 67.
guilty. They are all charged with Pedro, aged 22 years.
Silver 07
violations of the Edmund's act.
Apolonio A. Sena, deputy county
New York, Sept. 5. Lead and copOn the United States petit jury clerk of San Miguel County, is an- per firm and unchanged.
vrnire H. B. Cartwright of this city, nounced as a candidate for probate
St. Louis, Sept. 5. Spelter
firm,
and D. W. Tice of 'San Juan, were ex- clerk at the coming election on the 5.92
cused by the court from further at- Republican ticket. Mr. Sena Is well GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
tendance. Deputy United States Mar- known in this city.
Chicago, Sept. 5. Wheat, Sept. 70;
shal W. R. Forbes under the law callThe brick walk leading from the Dec. 77
C.
Baca
In
court
de
ed
Santiago
open
Dec. 42
Corn, Sept. 47
street 'to the main entrance of the
and Euseblo Escudero to fill the vaDec. 30
Oats, Sept. 39
high school building has been comcancies.
31.
pleted. The pavement describes a
The Territorial Grand Jury con
e
Pork, Sept. $10.90; Jan. $13.45.
and in laying It a part
tinued its work today in spite of the of the trunk of one of the trees which
Lard, Sept. $8.05; Oct. $8.72
fact that Judge A. J. Abbott declined was In the way was cut.
Oct. $8.60.
Ribs, Sept. $8,721-2- ;
to continue in his capacity as assistant
WOOL MARKET.
United
States
Deputy
Marshal
district attorney, when notified of the
Wool steady;
St. Louis., Sept. 5.
Smith, of Albuquerque, who
enforced resignation of his son,- - Dis "Billy"
Is attending the United States court territory and western mediums 2327;
trict Attorney E. C. Abbott, who is here, Is in
Fine 1415.
fine medium 1819
receipt of a personal letSTOCK MARKET.
ter from President
Roosevelt. The
5. Atchison
New
erstwhile pugilist has known the
York, Sept.
President ever since the latter was 107
pfd. 1001-2- .
FE
New York Central 144.
police commissioner in New York City
and at which time "Billy" was conPennsylvania 142.
Southern Pacific 93
nected with the New York Athletic
Club. They frequently
Union Pacific 192
pfd. 941-8- .
sparred together In those days.
Amalgamated copper 111
Steel 40
pfd. 107.
The Democratic primaries in the
THE BIG SHOW OF THE WOULD city precincts tomorrow
LIVE STOCK.
evening at
7:30 will be held as follows: Precinct
Chicago, Sept. 5. Cattle receipts
No. 3, at the house of Simon Vigil; 20,000, ten cents lower. Beeves $3.65
Precinct No. 4, at Trinity Hall; PreG.80; cows and heifers $1.405.15;
cinct No. 17, at the store of Manuel stockers and feeders $2.504.35; Tex.
$3.00
westerners
Apodaca, and Precinct No. 18, at the ans $3.G54.50;
Calves $5.507.75.
house of Mrs. Julianlta
5.35;
de
Vigil
Chaves.
All Democrats, residents of
Sheep receipts 22,000, steady to 10
the city precincts who' can spare the cents lower Sheep $3.60$5.65; lambs
time, are requested to attend and take $4.607.75.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 5. Cattle
part In the election of delegates to
the county convention.- receipts 10,000, steady; native steers
southern steers $2.75
"Toting guns" is against the law. $4.25G,50;
Bentura Baros of Gatisteo.'found this 3.85; southern cows. $1.753; native
out yesterday afternoon when ihe was cows and heifers $24.85; stackers
bulls $2
arrested here by Mounted Officer John and feeders $2.504.60;
western
calves $2.505.50;
3.25;
W. Collier.
Charged with carrying steers
$3.505.25; western cows $2
a concealed weapon Baros was arAND
3.85.
raigned phis morning in tlhe court
Sheep receipts 9,000, steady to 10
of Justice of the Peace Jose Ma. Garlower; muttons $4.705.50;
cia. He was bound over In the sum cents
of $S00 to await the action of the lambs $C7.50; range wethers $1.65
5.75; ewes $4.255.50.
Territorial grand jury. The six
SHOWS OF WONDERFUL next
shooter which he carried, In the meanANIMAL ACTORS THAT DO time, remains
in the custody of the
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
EVERYTHING BUT TALK. justice.
now
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GORGEOUS NEW STREET PARADE
NEARLY 1,000 PEOPLE AND ANIIN THIS
MALS PARTICIPATING
GLORIOUS, SPECTACULAR PAGEANT
AND FREE PUBLIC DISPLAY.
WILL EXHIBIT, RAIN OR SHINE,
WATERUNDER
THE LARGEST
PROOF TENTS EVER CONSTRUCTED.
DOORS OPEN 1 AND 7 P. M. PERFORMANCES COMMENCE 2 AND 8.
HCURSION RATES

FROM EVERYWHERE

ANDREWS SELLS
RESIDENCE AND CATTLE.

DELEGATE

A HHlsboro dispatch
says that
Delegate William H. Andrews has
sold Ills entire 'herd of cattle and a
number of bis horses to Joseph
Richardson and Henry Opgenorth. It
is also reported that United States
Attorney W, H. H. Llewellyn has
purchased the remainder of the horses
and the residence of Mr. Andrews,

Postoffices Established.
As a result of the worK of Delegate
Andrews the followln8 postoffices have
been established
Dora, Roosevelt County, Fredrick
Humphrey, postmaster.
Mcintosh, Torrance County. Charles
H. Meyers, postmaster.
Pensions Allowed.
Mrs. Vlctoriana S. d Peppin, of
Lincoln, New Mexico, has, been allowed a pension at the rate of $8.00
per month from October 1st, 1904, and
also ?2.00 for her five children from
Lie same date.
Notaries Publio Appointed.
The following notaries public have
been appointed by Governor Herbert
.T.
Hagerman:
Charles H. Sims, Elida, Roosevelt
County; James A. Hall, Carlsbad, Eddy County; Carlos M. Pierce, Nara-vaiUnion County; Anselmo Gonzales, Sanchez, San Miguel County.
Report Says Judge Pendleton Re-'

moved.

It was stated this forenoon that
Governor Hagerman has
Judge Granville Pendleton of Aztec,
San Juan County, as a member of
the Territorial
Bureau of ' Immigration and had appointed
L.
Bradford Prince of Santa Fe, to fill
the vacancy caused by the removal.
This afternoon no official confirma
tion of this report had been filed at
the office of the Territorial Secretary.
Indian School Teachers,
Mrs. Kerns, of Omaha, Nebraska,
who was recently appointed assistant
to the teacher at the Zla Pueblo
day
school, and who was Injured In a railroad wreck at Wray, on the Chicago
Burlington and Pacific Railroad, in
Colorado, while en route to this Territory, Is now in a Denver hospital,
but is rapidly recovering from her injuries. As soon as she Is able to travel
she will come to this city and report
to Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
at the V. 8. Indian Training school
here, for duty. Mr. Richards, who Is
the teacher at the Zla Pueblo day
school, and who was also Injured In
the wreck at Wray In which Mrs.
Kerns received injuries, left Denver
on the 2nd trutant. and has presum- amy arrived at the Zla Pueblo and
taken charge of her duties.
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BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
INSTANCES OF
PUBLIC SENTIMENT

MRS. DIGNEOIS NO MORE

Wife of Well Known Contractor
tim of Chronic Ailment-Fun-eral
Opinions From Las Vegas Citizens on

Report.
The opinion
Las Vegas, Sept. 4.
thus far expressed In Las Vegas, as
called forth by the penitentiary report
seems to be that H. O. Bursum is Innocent of any Intentional wrong-doinIn his administration of penitentiary
affairs.
of the
P. H. Pierce
president
Board of Penitentiary Commissioners
says that every apparent irregularity
except possibly discrepancies of three
or four hundred dollars, will be explained. Mr. Pierce thinks it not
strange that in handling a half million
dollars in small accounts, slight irregularities could be found.
Regarding the $5,000 for which no
vouchers were found, Mr. Pierce says
that the board has not required a
separate voucher for every small account of Incidental expense, but drew
a warrant for three or four hundred
dollars at a time.
Mr. Pierce will Insist on an investigation that will probe the whole matter to the bottom, bu which will allow both sides to be heard.
Las Vegas friends of Mr. Bursum
express confidence In his ability to
explain the matters set forth in the
report.
Judge H. L. Waldo says: "No one
but a fool would Buspect H. O. Bur
sum of being a petty thief."
Eugenlo Romero says: "I believe
Bursum entirely innocent and I will
stand by him to the last ditch, and if
necessary, go into the ditch with him."
S. B. Davis, district attorney, says:
"I have examined every item of the
export and I believe all can be ex
plained."
Jefferson Raynolds expressed the
belief that Bursum is innocent.
Hon. W. A. Hawkins Explains.
Said a Santa Fe attorney to a New
Mexican reporter today:
"At Cloudcroft, during the sessions
of the New Mexico Bar Association,
Hon. W. A. Hawkins, of Alamogordo,
spoke with pride of the transaction
between the trustees of the New
Mexico Blind Asylum and the New
Mexico Penitentiary, by which the
Territory was saved many hundred
dollars.
" 'In fact,' said Mr. Hawkins, 'it Is
by deals of this kind that we put up
a building worth $40,000 for a little over $20,000, certainly, a great saving
to ithe Territory and for which the
Board of Trustees and the Territorial
Penitentiary deserve great credit. The
penitentiary not only furnished thi
brick at cost but we also furnished
coal at cost for .the burning of tin
brick and In exchange for the brick,
also getting tihe railroad companies to
haul the coal from Dawson to Santa
Fe at bare cost.' "
"And yet, the expert, who made the
recent report upon the financial management of the Territorial penitentiary during the past seven years,
charges up the bill for the brick for
the Territorial Blind Asylum to Mr.
Bursum althougih he had been fu'ly
informed of the nature of the trans- action which saved the Territory, and
that means the taxpayers, so largo a
sum of money."
Mr. Pierce In Santa Fe.
F. H. Pierce, of Las Vega3, presi
dent of the Board of Penitentiary Com
mission, who was in Santa Fe yesterday informed a representative of the
New Mexican that he was certain that
every item In the alleged expert's report derogatory to the administration
of the penitentiary under Superintendent Bursum and charging malfeasance
or misfeasance In office or worse,
would be fully explained and shown
to the satisfaction of all fair minded
men to be untenable and not borne
out by the facts and the records. As
president of the board he favors a
speedy and complete investigation in
order to do justice to all concerned.
He knows by personal experience that
affairs under Mr.
penitentiary
have been conducted In the clean
est and most efficient manner and
made no hesitancy in saying no.

Friday.

Penitentiary

.

Vic-

Mrs. John Dlgneo, wife of the well
known contractor and builder, died at
5 o'clock this morning at the family
residence, 207 College Street. Cancer
of the stomach Is ascribed as the direct cause of her demise. Her condition was not regarded as critical until
about two weeks ago. She had been
a sufferer for the past seven year?
with asthma, but this ailment Is not
believed to have had any connection
with her final illness.
The deceased was sixty-fivyears of
ago and a native of Isernla, Italy. She
had lived upwards of a quarter of a
century in Santa Fe. With her husband she emigrated to the United
States about thirty ears ago and they
were located tor a time in rmiaaei-phlu- ,
From there they removed to
Denver and next settled In Santa Fe.
This, city has bepn the family home
ever since,
Mr, Dlgneo came to this city to assist in the construction of the Cathedral. Tho Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway had not been completed nt that time, and the family
waB obliged to come overland
from
Trinidad, following the famous old
Santa Fe trail. Mrs. Dlgneo enjoyed
good health up to seven years ago,
when she became afflicted with asthma, which he was unable to eradicate.
The dead woman was. a devout
Catholic and was a memoer of the Cathedral parish. Having lived here lor
a number of years
she was welt
and favorably known throughout the
.
! ...
ana ner aeatn nas occasioned
sincere sorrow among a host of friends
as well as to the relatives. The tuner-a- l
will take place Friday morning at
9 o'clock from
the Cathedral. Interment will be in Rosario cemetery.
Survivingof the immediate family besides, the bereaved husband, are four
children to mourn her death. There
are two daughters, Mrs. G. B.
Pop and
Mrs. Fillpe Valdez, and two
sons, Oswald Digneo and Ernest Dlgneo, all
of whom are residents Of Santa Fe.
e

...

FAIR WEATHER
TO CONTINUE
Says Local Forecaster With Slightly
Warmer Temperature Tonight
and Thursday.
A3 predicted
yesterday by the local
weatilier man the weather was fair and

warmer last night and today. At 6
o'clock this morning the temperature'
was nine degrees
higher than at the
same time yesterday, and four degrees higher than it was at the lowest
notch last night. The local weather
man's forecast today is for fair and
warmer tonight and
Thursday.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 56 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night wa3 52
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 75 degrees at 3:15 p.
m., while the minimum temperature
waa 44 degrees at 4:30 a. m. The
mean temperature for the
day was 60
degrees with a relative humidity of
60 per cent.
CHIEF JUSTICE TORRANCE
DEAD OF HEART TROUBLE.
Derby, Conn., Sept. 5. Judge David Torrance, chief justice of the state
supreme count died today of heart
trouble.
WOOL

MARKET FIRM
AND FAIRLY ACTIVE.

Boston, Mass., Sept. There is no
particular change In the wool market
which remains firm and fairly active
AMERICAN

YACHT WON
ROOSEVELT
CUP RACE.

Bur-Bu-

Marblehead. Sept.
5. Vim,
the
American yacht, won the second
Roosevelt cup race today.
A GOOD

Chamberlain's
Calk, Cholera

&

Diarrhea

MEAL.

Remedy!

J.

Almost tvery family bat neti
of a nSaUa remedy for cefic or
diarrhea it am time during ike

year.
This remedy k recommended
by dealers who have told it ier
any yean and know in value.
It hat received thmuandt of
teirinwniah (ram grateful people.
It has been prescribed by pie
adant with the raoet udifactorjr
retulti.
h has often saved life before
medicine could have been seat for
or a phyakian tummoned.
It only cost a quartet. Can
afford to risk so much for to
) BUY IT NOW.

E

SQUARE

Makes a man feel at peace with tb
wLole world. You ca get it at tie
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours
)

to

3

:

p. m

except Wednesday
and Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
limited number of patients.

,

'

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modem Instrn-- '

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electricity.
'
Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozone Generator, Etc.

